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Critical technology experiments were designed and developed to evaluate the Stifling
cavity heat pipe receiver for a space solar power system. Theoretical criteria were applied to the
design of a module for containing energy storage phase change material while avoiding thermal
ratcheting. Zero-g drop tower tests, without phase change, were conducted to confirm that the
bubble location required to avoid ratcheting could be achieved without the use of container
materials that are wetted by the phase change mate1&_l. A full scale TES module was fabricated,
but not tested. A fabrication method was successfully developed for the sodium evaporator dome,
with a sintered screen wick, to be used at the focal point for the receiver. Crushing of the screen
during dome hydroforming was substantially reduced over the results of other researchers by using
wax impregnation. Superheating of the sodium in the wick under average flux conditions is
expected to be under 10K. A 2000K furnace which will simulate solar flux conditions for testing
the evaporator dome was successfully built and tested.
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1.0 Summary
In an effort to develop _ efficiency power sources for _ misdons beyond 1995,
NASA has been reexammng thermal engine power conversion cycles, among these
the Stir!ing engine. Under a previous program an advan .ced solar receiver _ncept
_vity heat pipe) was developed _at in,corpo_tes seve_, innovative _ features.
The main innovation was to conceive me recetver as a targe, ..hearty tsome.rma,
sodium heat pipe. Two critical technology arq.as were ideqttfie_t as reqtm'_, d_,mt_,
development and testing. These tests were to be aeveaopea ana pertormea unaer me
present program.
The first critical technology area considered was the potential for mechanical
distortion of the thermal energy storage module c.on.tainL_, the Phase Change
Material (PCM) that stores heat for use during eclipse peri0ds. Such dist.,, on.
(thermal rachetin_ can arise when the increase.of P C_, volumeu .pon"melm_g, zs not
accomodated. A wedge-shaped module was demgned that moula .nyn,umze m_e ,-
chances of thermal rachetmg. The second technblogy area was an tmprovedm _e_as or
transporting heat in the sola_r recetver to the working gas of the dynamO" cycle.. It was
pro _p6sed to accomplish this by dedgni_ the er_tixe interior m0:ace of the recetVo_ to
be a heat pipe. The work concentrated _ the h em_herical dome.at m.e tooas o
the The convex side of this dome faces the interior or merece_meCOmingsolar energy. •
r and must be capable of wicktng and evaporating a sufficient supply of
sodium to power the system without dryout and bttmth/ough.
A criterion was devel .o_ for_lacem, ent of void space in the PCM modules to
prevent thermal rachetmg. T_e_. efical, analysis and drop tower._ were ,,
oerformed _ sin_e phase ttuids to mvest_te moame geometries t_t woma
promote the re_uirecl v_d lqcatio.n,.,.. The ,r_. ts showed agreement .Wi.th theoretical
i,redictions. There b. a good possil_Jity ot being ame .to meet me .crtrprton, aria m
being able to do so without the need to resort to container .materiats mat are wettea
by tl_e phase change.material. Full. scale modul_ were fabricated, from. Ha]_nes188
alloy with the intentton of performing 200 mdt-treeze cymes on me actuat r_..na
under of rah.e due to cost and other tecmucat
• 1-g conditions. Redi/ection pr
issues.prevented., performance.of these tests, t°_b believed that only .zero-_..
experiments with the PCM will allow a final determination of the mltabflity of a
particular module design.
Evaporator thatdomes were designed . should exhibit sodimz superheating of well
under 10K at average solar flux conditions. A successful proceclure was developed
for fabrication of screen wicked domes using sintering and wax impregnation to .
prevent teap2ng" and reduce c.gmpression of the _ during hydmfo-rn_g. A
stage hy .droformi_ process alternating with stress fetter anneals auowea me reqmrea
deformation of the I-nconel 617 base plate alloy.
To evaluate the performance of the evaporator domes using liquid sodium required a
major effort to design and build a heat source with sufficient flux and temperature
capability. An ".reductionheated furnace wasbuilt and successfidly tested to within
30K of the _ojected req.uired temperature of 2000K. The furnace was also
designed to allow observation of the con.cave surh.ce of the evaporator dome as a
safety measure and perf..orman, ce test during operation. Unforumately, technical
schedules and cost considerations also prevented the evaporator dome test from being
carried out.
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Chapter U
Introduction
2.1 Program Background
Demand for greater.electrlcal power for spacecraft systems has always been a difficult
problem for the designer. Sp_x_raft users would ideally like to have a supply as
co.nvenient and _y endless as that available from ground-based power .grids.
Oiven the continuing r_/lity .ofexorbitant costs of nansport to Low Ea/th Orbit (LEO),
such ideals.are not e_mly achieved. Instead, the emph,.a#s._, has.been .on .=i,tmlzation of
power reqmr_, ents and power system mass to accomplish a _ven mmston. Another
strong emphasis has been on absolute maximization of,reliability, even ff at the cost of
some increased mass. One manifestation of this is the• no pans'p osophy.
Thus, solar photovoltmc arrays have always been .ch.o_n. over th_a_tal engine _cle
_s .m3ns, though the latter have the potential for significant improvements in
efficiency.
Thermal engine cycles were actually the original systems .¢_, .'de_, to provide
spacecraft power, Well .before the f'mt Sputn?tk was hunched m 1957, for the simple
r .e_m. _at photovoltalcs had not yet been developed (Ref. 1). The early, low
efficienctes of solar cells motivated both NASAand the Delmmtent of _fegse (DoD)
to carry out extensive research on thermal .ey_xe systems in the early 1960s under
the Sunflower and ASTEC programs reslx_vely (Ref. 2).
SimiLar continued through the 1960s. Two"programs tm_t issues were to
develop a thermal engine 0pemting at _ temperature _for high emciency while
avo_ bw temperature, Kigh mass radiators), and a solar receiver capable of
fulfiUi_ heat transfer and energy storage reqmrements.
Energy storage for the thermal
. engine cycle presents both an unique l_roblem and an
u_,.que op.pom_.t3r. As in any other system otxwating in LEO, it will experience
eclipse peri .o_. lasting about one-third of each orbit. Photovoltaic systems have used
heavy, inefficient batte_es to _ovide spacecraft power d ur_g these peri_odg but this
approach .should be avoided with the thermal _e, which is apt to wear ot_.t more
quickly with many start/stop cycle,. It was _ early that a concept which
provided a good 'fit' to the thermal engine was that of using a Phase _CKange Material
(P .C_, in tKe recetver that would store energy as its heat offusion. Such t/tatertals
avoid the battery stot_., step and, (dependi_ on the degree of receiver insulation)
will provide efflciencies of 80-90_ or more..The melting point of the sdected
PCM sets thst_temperature of the thermal engme cycle.
By 1971 NASA had consm_, a prototype solar receiver for a Brayton power cyde
out of Nb-lZr alloy, mcorIxa'atmg g'6s flow robes along the _ each mounded by
a jacket of I.iF (melting point 1121K_ .PCM (Figu_2.1, Ref.3). An accordion type
geometry and a tapered q uantit]r, of LiF were _. to prevent PCM shifting and
accommodate the temperature rise of .the _ flowing along the tube. Unfortunately,
the program was cut short after only limifed testinghad b_a performed (Ref.4).
Little additional work was done on spacecraft thermal engine systems until the early
3
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1980s. The revival was spurred by renewed work on,._ station concepts. With
power requiremen.ts of tens of kilo .watts and up,. the efficiency advantage of the
thermal cycles again became attractive. Of pa_cular interest was that thermal cycle
solar collector areas would be substantially smaller than those of photovoltaic systems.
As a consequence, requir.ements for fuel to compensate for atmospheric drag on the
station could be substantially reduced.
In this recent work on thermal engine systems, NAS.A's Lewis Research Center
concentrated its efforts on Brayton and Stifling engines and the r._eivers required to
accommodate them. Though some work has been performed to increase the peak
a_uettemperature by examining a higher mel "ting point PCM (Refs.5,6g.concem
engine alloy capabilities has led to the selekdon of LiF-CaFz (mdting point
approx. 1040K) as the baselined storage medium.
NASA's studies of a solar receiver for the space station were based on a conservative
design to _e that it would work without req_ an extensive development
pr .ol_ram. This conservatism incun_.ed. _m.e per_/lties,/uch as a rehtivdy high.
r e_. vet ma_... To develo.p,.altemattve destgns that would ,l_event these pen-alties
while remimng the reliability of the spa_ station receiver d .e_gn_, NASA contracted
an .effort under the Advanced Heat Receiver Conceptual Demgn Study (AHR.CDS).
contractwasawardedto I:pd .erdSanders(thenknownas Sanders
Inc.) and was performed over the period March 1986 - July 1988.
2.2 Sanders's Sttrling Receiver Program
From the early 1970's onward, Sanders designed and constructed a series of solar
thermal engine red_evers for terr .es_ use under.both internal and Department of
Ene._ (DOE) funding. This expertence was applled, to the development of alternative
recetver concepts for both Brayton and Stlrltr_ engines under the AHRCDS.
NASA awarded to the _oUo-w-onSubsequently, Sanders Advanced Stifling Receiver
Development Program (ASRDP_ a projected four year effort to develop and construct
a 40kWt ffkWe) Stifling engine receiver based upon the selected alternative.
The ASRDP is comprised of two phases. The first phase consisted of two tasks; the
second of three optional tasks which were to be exercised at NASA's "dig.-re.tion.
Unfommately, t_h_.'cal and pr_tic proble._ led to the cancellatton of the
work before comple_on of .the.f'u_, phase.. The p_ problems were that the cost
of, .and unforeseen diffi.culttes m, developing the critical _'¢.hndogy research for the
recexver had been conststendy underestimatz_d. Nonetheless, the present author
believes that valuable technical contributions have been made.
2.3 The Sanders Stifling Receiver Design
The Stir "lip.g receiver des_a developed under the A_. CDS. was the basis for the
effort perfo/med under the current ASRDP and is briefly discussed below. A full
description of the design details is contained in the final report of the AHRCT3S (Ref.
73.
Figure ?.2 illustrates a cutaway view of the cavity heat pipe receiver. (1_,elaa.'ve
dimenstons are not necessarily accurate. (The PCM mocl.ul_ are referred to .m the
figure as Thermal Energy Storage (TES) modules.) The first feature to note ts that
5
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the receiver cavity is a dosed container forming a heat .pipe;, Sodium is used to
transport energy, and is present both as a llquid,.and as (ideally) the only component of
vapor within the cavity. Wicking materlal, basdined as a screen mesh, co.vers aU
surfaces of the core chamber cavity,, where it constrains the liquid tctobe m contact
with the surfaces and to transixa_ it to heat transfer surfaces. Areas that have even a
sly. tly higher t.em_rature than others will have a locally hlgh_ vapor pressure of
sodium, which will-evaporate off and carry the excess heat to Cooler parts of the
chamber. This tendency toward isothermal surfaces provides greater .fl_.ex_ in the
d¢_n, since the Stifling heater head and PCM modules need not be in direct contact
with each other or constrained to a particular geometr_ and location by the solar flux
distribution produced by the coUector optics. Effectively the solar distribution has
been relocated to the simpler geome .m/(yet still challenging design problem) of the
evaporator hemisphere. The result xs that a more compact, less massive recexver is
pos/lbh.
During insoh, tion,._t im.pinges on the concave surface of the receiver dome.
Sodium flowing wxthin t_tle wxck of the dome eva tx_rayes off the. surfa_, and condenses
on both the engine heater head and the PCM modules, providing sufficient power to
materialstoragethe eng," e and mel.t the
_Peerate simultafieously. Condensate frombehind the PCM modules,heater head tubes is wicked into an arte_ (annulus)
isflows 'down' and 'under' the modules by capillary action, and finally wi.'cked into the
screen c?vering the evaporator dome to re_._at the cycle..Similarly, sodium
.condensing on the PCM modules flows th/ough screen wicks between these modules,
into the annular artery and onto the dome.
When the receiver enters eclipse, the dom.e cools and the PCM modules become the
_sitiv.e _ply of sodium onto
the heater h.ead tubes as the stot_e, material freezes.
on the tubes xs once again wicked into the annular artery, this .t_,e flows out
onto the module s_. aces to.supply the eva.Po.ration. Some sodium will also condense
onto the dome (which is losLng heat by radhtion to. space_)and may be drawn back
into the annulus to add to the supply for evaporaaon from the PCM modules.
7
Chapter HI
Stifling Heat Pipe Receiver Critical Technology Imues
3.0 Introduction
._mnt_ooUgh.the previously designed Sanders solar receiver had several attractive
vattons, it also presented a number of design challenges. Th.e objective of the
Phase I effort of the ASRDP was to develop and perform experm_.ents to.examine
certain critical technology issues associated with the cavity heat pipe receiver.
3.1 Critical Technology I.ue.
3.1.1 Thtrmal Ratchetlng
One of the difficulties that thermal energy storagearises during cyclic testing of a . .
material is the phenomenon of thermal ratcheting (Rd. 8). T_." .is a consequence of
the density change of a substance when _ phases, an.d ts illustrated
schematically in Figure 3.1. When the materkal-mdts, the liquid formed takes up a
larger volum, e than _e solid,.and must be.able to _d into a v.oid space..If m/ch a
vofd space ts not. ava_'.able, high ,.messy. will be built up m the adjacent container wall
and cause wall distoruon. This distortion can accumulate with each thermal cyde_
thus it is ¢_.ed a 'ratcheting' ef.fect. The volume _ that occur on mel "tLggcan
be substantial For examp.le, LiF undergoes about _u* increase in volume (Ref.8)
while the LiF-CaF2 eutectic assumed here expands by about 26_ (Ref. 9).
Besides selecting a substance with litde or no volume change on melting -- an option
that was beyond the scope, of. the present study -- there are at least two possible
approaches to alleviating this problem. One is just to increase the gauge., or stxmgth
of the container until it can cope with p._.h.ase_-changekgduced stresses svithout
distortion. This may mean that the liquified PCM will cause stress sufficient to break
through the adjacent, still solidif'.t.ed material. The penalty to this approach is the
increm_ mass of container material
The second approach is to design the container so that the zero-g void location will
provide an escape path for the melting PCM. This was the course taken in this
program. Moreover: by pro_"".dLngne'2rdsothermal heating of .the PCM modules, the
cavity heat ptpe demgn should improve the chances of providing such an escape
path.
3.1.2 Evaporator Dome Fabrication and Performance Tet_tng
The evapor'qtor dome must be able to transport.the re_l.uired heat flu;x" from the
coming solar energy to the sodium vapor. This tmplies several conditions:
a. The temperature drop across the screen wick on the dome (mperheating).is
low enough to avoid bubble formation, which could result in local overheating
8
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and melting of the dome.
b. There is adequate sodium flow through the wick. The pumping capability
of the wick pore surface must be able to overcome pressure.losses fftrot/gh the
wick structure as well as gravity if the dome is to be tested m one-g.
c. Also desirable is the ability of the wick to 'selfq_'ime' with. sodium. This
means that if the dome is placed in a pool of sodium, there _s adequate .
pumping within the body of the wick (not at the surface) to draw the sodium
up to the apex of the dome.
Mee ".tingthese c.o.nditions resul.ts in conflicting req ,.uiren_.ents. To reduce ,fl0w losses, it
is destreable to increase the thickness of the [wick (i.e. increase permeability) but this
increases the _mpe_ture drop across the sodium and the consequent .chances of
bubble formation. Since the pumping, capability of the screen surface zs inve.r_.!,y
proportional to the effective pox/acRus, a fine screen is desirable there, but ff this
same screen is used throughout the wick it will increase flow losses.
Estimating the allowable superh_ting in a wick is more. difficult than it may at first
a
_up_ e.The classical theory ts depefident upon b .alancing the vapor pressure.in a
with the surface tension that tries to cause it to collapse. There is a cn .t_,,
temperature rise between the surface of the liquid and the dome surface that wiU
in sufficient local increase in vapor pressure for a bubble to grow, assuming aresult
large enough nucleation site. This may be expressed as
20- (Pv-Pl)
ATcrit = Tsl - Tlv = r_a
hfgpv
where Tsl and T1v refer to the solid (dome surface) -liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces
respectivdy. The heat of vaporization, hfg and vapor density, 0v, enter through the
use of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to estimate vapor _ cl_.an_ with
temperature. The greater the st/trace tension, o, the [arge¥ the required superheat
allow bubble gro_rth; whereas the superheat _q_. _. goes down as the nucleation
stte radius rn mcreases. Since the surface of the lic_ald 18not a plane but forms a
meniscus in the wick, a correction term appears as the difference between vapor
pressure outside the wick (iv) and liquid pressure in it (i1).
The difficulty with this formulation is that the size of rn is virtually impossible to
determine a pr/orl. Adldm notes that Chi's estimate of this radius for dean heat
pi._s ranges _rom 2.54 x 10-s m the presence of noncondensable gasses to 2.54 x 1(_7
_thout them (Ref.10,p.18). This represepts a range, for our particular conditions, of
about 50K to one hur/dred times that. As it happens, th.ough, for the e.vaporator
wick design selected the effect of (Iv- PI) can be/ubstantiaL and at maximum reduces
the value of the critical superheat (with the higher value of rn) to about 10K.
(F.u_er detail is given in a later section.) One of the design goah_ here _ to
achieve a tmnperature drop across the wick of that value or less. (Basic sodium
property data used in this report is from Refs. 11 and 12)
10
Before the evaporator peff.or_pancecan be t_ested:,it m u_t f_st _ fabricated. As will
be discussed later, this in Itself presenteo a _ornuaame cnaneng_.
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Chapter IV
PCM Module Design & Testing To Avoid Thermal Ratchedng
4.0 Introduction
At !east. two major problems must be dealt with before _ Phase Change
Material (pCM) th&mal storage modules can be built. The flt_t, is that of_ma-tertal
compatibility of the module with the interior and exterior environment. The
interior environment consists of the PCM and whatever contaminants are present. As
a rule, molten fluorides are relativdy benign in the.absence of contaminants such
water and oxygen. For example, MgF2 can react with water to produce hydrofluoric
acid. The work done b_ Daniel Whi.tten. _ at NASA LeRC with Haynes 188and the eutectic CaF2 has shown insignifi'_:ant effects on the alloy when the
eutectic is outgassed under about 1(_¢ torr vacuum.
4.1 Void Positioning to Avoid Ratchethng
The previous chapter focused on the importance of positio. "_, the void to
thermal ratcheting in the PCM modules. To do this essentially means that _eeVent
following thesis statement must be satisfiech
The void.space in the solidified hase material must make
contact with a heated wall such _at t_%ma_d'd may expand into the
void as soon as (or shortly after) melting has begun.
F'_Ltre 4.1 shows modules of the general configuration proposed for _e catty heat
pipe receiver. The.two cases are not intended to rep_sent _ vozd locataons .
under zem-g conditions, but they illtwa-ate the potential for !iqui.d flowing into a void
spa._ ".morder to avoid h.'q.uid pressure htild_p. Note that tKe lik .e_?ocl of
sa_ the statement zs unproved due to the broad areas of near xsothennal heating
provided by Na condensation.
To predict void 1.ocation in a PCM container through_ md "thugand freezing cycles is a
formidab!e ,exe.rc_e: There are two reasons for this, _ the n.umber ,.and complexity
of poten "tially si_. icant transport phenomena under microgravity conditions; second,
the dearth of rdiable property data needed to model these phenomena along with the
sensitivity of these properties to subtle chemical changes over time.
A full computer model incorporating the transport phenomena has been under .
development by D. N amkoong ' of NASA Lewis andJ.B. Dral_.e of Oak Ridge National
Laboratories (ORNL) for certain restricted PCM m oclule co3ffigurations (Ref,13). The
characteristics of these phenomena can be summarized as follows:
Fluid Wetting
Liquid contact angle (related to s._ace. tension, . o).and module geometry (e.g. acuteness
of/ingles between walls) will restrict void location m the absence of phase change.
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Further detail on the theoretical and practical application is provided in the section of
the drop tow._ tests. Contact angle is very sensitive to small impurities in the melt,
but for fluorides, values may be mound 60o.
. .
a solid surface forms ,.and.propagates through a melt there _ be a gr'4dient of
lowered pressure in the ilqufd at the bou_,.dary.,due to the shrlnka_e of the substance
with phase change. This will draw more liquid towaras me Dounaary.
Marang.0ni Effect
This 1, the bubble motion within a melt arising from a th .ermal. gra_ent across _e
bubble, The consequence of this gradient wflYbe a.r_uctton in su_ace tension from
the cold to the hot end of. the bubble,, since do/dT _s negative, o_Surfacetension. .
express,, the di_. ntinmW, in t .ar_gen_ stress .across _e.'bo .undary; _the fluid _l'_ent
to the high tension .end Will tend to be movea m tlaaL_Lre_.o__so mar me DUDDte
will move the opposite way (toward the hotter fluid).(R___. 14). For me moatues nere
the vdocity could be up to several cm/sec. S_ this effect ctepenas on mrtace
tension, it too is highly sensitive to melt impurities.
Vapor Transport
The upper limit for this will likdy be in the order of a few mg/cm2 - sec.
F_a_or4.2a,b show the results of a qualitative evaluation of melting-
in the Sanders PCM modu/es coned .eta, the above factors. It ts assianed
in one case that the fluid wets the wall w.eU (with low contact angle) and in the other
that a surface _ating results in poor wetting. In both cases, we _ from a PlU_" of
material frozen into one end of the module under 1-g conditions, leaving more man
just the void volume associated with shrinkage.
Note that for the non-wettlngcase.lt postulatedthat the wettag angleis mffidently
large to prevent thefl_d from f'xUing m several of the comers, partia/hrly the acute
angle at the "bottom of the V" shape.
For the wetting case, the melted mamrial aUows the.fo.rmation of a bubble which. ' is
nearly sphericfil but which contacts the "h_ted wa11_,m the _ tn.dicatea, by, me
diagonalhatching. Compared with a small bubble,, me motion or mrs .or_e_ rem_v._y
constricted. The PCM refreezes starting with the tuner surface of the V" from which
heat is drawn out into _e receiver cavity. Liquid moves toward the _ surface;,
in the meantime the void space opens up more due to @e phase change volmne
shrinkage" . The Marangoni effect, tends to move this votd toward the hottest. . _ .
remaining, fluid at the/ide opposite the apex of the .W_. Remdt_g. of @e liq.ui'd ts
near!y, uniform at the heated wails and allows me tluia to expana into me vota space
touching them.
With non-wetting conditions the fluid may freeze into a shape simil_ to that shown
in part 3 of Figure 4.2b. The fluid may now expand into a-longitudinal channel
during melting.
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4.2 Drop Tower Tests of Bubble Positioning
4.2.0 General Remarks
After devdop.in_ the void .positioning criterion disc'msed above the objective was to
apply theore_c_ and _ental methods to determine ff it indeed could be
sat]died. While tt would have been most desire'able to test full scale PCM modules
under actual me.l.fing and freezing .conditions _. zero-g, _ w-as impracg'c_d. In t}te
same way, a decmon was made ag-4mst attemp,.tmg f.re_g,of, the PCM d_ the
twenty seconds of free fall provided by parab_.-lic trag_'mry tugrtt. l ne .smart stze or
the test modules needed as wen as the complications and cost ot preparing me
required equipment were critical considerations.
The rein "aining option was use of the NASA Lewis 5 second drop tower. A_empting a
testwithp ch. ge in that fatty wo d havereOg .. high rates
possibly _xtl.t_m unrepresentative crystal __ (altho .u._.,.,a. £/erm_...group is
att.e_np.ting this, Ref. 15). I_t..e_, ot_. t.e_, .examm.ed .the _um .postttom.ot
voids m room temperature llqmds (,.n_'ck_. the .liquid PCM) of varying wetting
angles on containers of two slip,hdy different dimensions.
4.2.1 Theoretical Considerations
On the simplest level it may be stated that _e void poS)'tion in a liquid container in
free fall will be determined by the minimizatmn of total surfaye, energy.
Unfortunately, this s_at .em,.ent (in common with its analogues m othe_ areas of
research) is of limlted utility.
Changes in surface tension with time from slow chemical reaction initialconditions
or contamination and obstructions are among the fact_, .s that would be difficult to
quantify, theoretically. Moreover, .witl_out the .dis.mrbir2g" forces, provided by
convection, metastable states can _ for indefinite pert oos. r_onemetess, tl_,.e
theoretical treatment is useful to point out general trends and thus the baseline
suitability of a particular container.
For assistance in the prediction of void position _e consu! "ting services of Dr. Paul
Concus (a professor at the Universtty of California at Berkele-y and Senior Scientist at
the Lawrence Berke!ey laborat.o_) were .retained. This section results from his
analym; he also reviewed the interpretation of the test results.
A wedge geometry was initially assumed for the.container. This is 9uite similar to
long zero-g channels that have been considered m the past and the basic theory is well
understood.
The approach was to treat each of the comers at the bottom wedge, and _dey. as if
it were part of an infinite wedge with a different angle in each case.t°_e criterion
for liquid extending indefinitely along the wedge by capillary action is a + _' < 90 °,
wh_e a is contact angle and _ is on._half..the wedge angle. One .c0pseq_ence of the
wetting theory.." ts that the test of void post_0n " shof.tld information for two
different wetting angles. The obvmus result xs for thegia_ual liquid and void fraction;
the less obvious one is for a fictitious liquid of supplementary contact angle and liquid
17
fraction equalling the actual void fraction. In other words, in the second c_se.liquid
and void switch places. This fortuitously allows the testing ,of n.on,-wettmg fluids using
wetting ones. Of course practical complications may make this difficult.
For the drop tower work, the test vessel geometry was as shown in Figure 4.3 a, b, c
with the two wedge angles but identical !&agths. A third geometry _ ultimo.ely
chosen for the PCM phase change tests for reasons of volumetric effi.'ciency..Tmae,
bud_t and technical ,complications prevented drop tower tests of this last dean
which was based on that m a paper by Concus and Finn (Ref. 16).
Some effort was made to characterize wetting angles for various proporti.om of .distille_,
water and ethanol .using a.sessile drop;, however #yen the limits on available time and
resources it proved tmposslble to overcome the problem of a changing contact angle
with time. In the end, two fluids were used for the ,dr°_30,toWercomposedtestingof50g°neonee_.. an°l
(approximately 80 - 900 and containing
designated as having a lo wetting angle ( about 15 -
by vol.um,e) the other as having a high one
only distilled water).
Given the outline above, some generalpredictlons were _ regarding the.
placement of voids in the test vessels. For example, applying ,the_.wedge-wettm_
criterion to all comers in either of the vessels tested the Void loca ti.o_, p r_lict_d, is as
shown in F'_gure 4.4. This .assumes @e use of the good wetting fired and a fair!y full
container (note that for clarity the void bubble has been shown, as opaque and its
con.tact area with the wall is cross-hatched). With the less wetting fluid the
wetting rule suggests that .the "V_ would not.have to _ wetted fo/its entire
and _t not wet at all g_ven the correct tmtial conditions.
This theoretical background will be referred to in the discussion of the test results
later on.
4.2.2 Test Equipment
The drop tower vessels were manufactured from 3/16" _ T_eodI UVA .P!eX_
except for the end plates, which were 1/4" thick and._rovided into w_ tIie
side Walls fit. A fiUer type adhesive was used and a fill port drilled into one end of
each vessel.. Masking tape was used except at the joining of the last _iece (the long
piece opposite the V wedge) to avoid squeezing out excess glue into me comers.
Up to four containers can be mounted horizontally in the aluminum frame;, two others
can be mounted vertlcaUy _mr_. 4.5)..All of the containers can be rota.ted. .along
their long axis (by 900) so that either their side wall or top cover phte xs visible to the
camera in the drop tower vehicle. (To show the horizontkl vessel/with . the v wedge
opening 'downward' by definition. _ 1-g would req.uire rotating the entire .frame). By
changifig the orientations, the initisd (l:g) void locatmn can be tested for its effect on
the flee-fall equilibrium.
Before assembly, the plexiglass surfaces were cleaned by the procedure re_ .mm.mded
by Mr. Ra.y Sotos, director of NASA Lewis 145 meter drop tower (zero- g facility).
This consisted of:
wash with Alconox detergent
multiple distilled water rinse
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Fluid
Figure 4.4 Expected Void Position in Container
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Figure 4.5 Drop Tower Test Frame
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rinse with diluted ethanol
multiple rinse with distilled water
This p.roc_dure was repeated before the dosing piece (top plate) of the vessel was
glued m place. Afterwards, the vessels were oven annealed for several hours to
/elieve internal stresses from the cutting and assembly processes.
Mr. Sotos provided valuable advice and suggestions on the design and _on of
the test ve_ls. Since the drop tower is evacuated, tt _s necessary that v.e_
withstand 1.5 atm internal over_. To set the (worst case) wall t_.'ckness, the
area side wall was apl_,.oximated as a fixed edge plate and the Timoshenko
mammum stress formula af_13lied,
l_l b2
Omax = ---
t2
Here q is the internal pressure, b is the width, t is the thi'ckness while _ is set by., ,,
length / width ratio and Young's modulus v. (The _ of these is not readily ava_me
for the plexiglass, but Om_ sho/dd be accurate within - 15g for .30 <_v _<.3 5).
4.2.3 Test Procedures
The completed teat assembly (except for the fluids, which were shipped sei_a, rely)
was _rted by hand to the Lewis fac_.,.ty. Testing was carried on acco/. "di;ngto
established procedures by Mr. Soma and his staff. Data was gathered by _/peed
(appro "xinmfely 4430 frames per second) 16 mm mo_e cam.era. A. bac.k lighting box
p/ovided illumination and a digital dock showed time smce vehicle release m
hundredths of a second. CI_ and annealing was .perfo_ed between each _op,
the latter to relieve drop-induced stresses or surface crazing from ethanol evalxn-ation.
A blue tint was added to the fluids at the test facility to improve visibility, pre.viom
work there had shown this tint to have no perceptible effect on the fluid wetting
characteristics.
4.2.4 Test Results
A total of four drops were" made during the test sequ,.en.ce. The second _ a repeat of
the first but with correc_on of overexla_m_ and addi "tmn of more blue tm.u As best
as could be discerned the results of the first two drops were virmaUy identical in
terms of void numbers, position and size.
The equilibria reached in drOps 2, 3 and 4 are sketched in Fguam. 4.6, .t_ugh 4.8.
(These are side views rather than cross-sections through Lthe contain ,er.! Li,'ttle or no,
fluid motion was apparent after the first second or so of free fall A wide or narrow
angle wedge is designated _ or 2q"respectively and _e liquid and its fill fraction is
shown m each case. These data are al/o summarized m Table 4.1. In a number of
cases- particularly for some bubbles, where the radius, of curvature w?s. relafiv.el.y
m_.ca_de liquid- vapor interface appea_,, as a promm, ent .d.d.d.d.arkerr_.on, ires tsin the figures by laalf-hat_ed lines on the liquid side of this boundary. In
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areas where the contact region of the bubble with the wall is not immediatdy clear
from the contours this region is designated with a z.
In containers b and d of Figure 4.6 (s_r.q.nd drop), both using the h_h j._contact Thaneglee
distilled water, the initial position of fired (due to gravlty).was in _w_t ,_
fluid did not climb up the end comers in zero-g which is m accord with__ theory,
since 1/2 (90o) + Y > 900 where Y is > 45o. The_ was an _ c_n. tact l_e along
the walls, probably attributable to the ma.crosco_t.c rqughness effect _ t_y
Myshkis (Ref. 17)or to dust conmn_in" ation...f_I'his effect appears.to _ tar tess • •
prono.unced for.the better we "tting fluid, which see,ms, to _ q uat_.ta_veay sensmlej.
Container e again used distlned water. That the fluid did not climb up me narrow
wedge angle wottld imply that 8.210 + Y > 90o or Y > 81.790.
In container a, with the wetting fluid,, we had expecte_t from the.th_ that it would
run aloe. the top edges, possibgy fortmng the "hot dog shaped void illustrated e.artter.
The fluid may have'eft prevented from _. along these e¢lges by excess _lue
from the assembly process. (As noted before, the pmce opp_ite me _.e_ was me Last
glued on, and excess glue could therefore not be prevented by masking }
Vessels c and f each show a single void bubble, and each appears t? meet Omhde_
criterion of contact with the slanted walls of the wedge (corr espon "dieng to the
walls of the PCM container). In the first drop (the one not sl'/own here_ the bubble
in c was in contact with the end of the container as well as the top_ The minimum
void fractions.for spheres just touching the side walls are -2.1_ -4.7g for the
narrow and wide vessels re spectivdy. _The total volumes are 25.00 and 37.51 cm3).
The minimum void volume for the Rot dog' shape just touching the walls is 50_ in
the wide container.
Note that there is a dear tendency .for the voids to retain contact with the walls that
they were touching under 1-g conditions.
In drop 3 (F'_gure 4.7) further variations are seen..The void fractions w_e modif.ied
to search for boundaries of different types of behawor and only one vessel using the
pure distilled water was retained.
Halv'mg the void in container.'a' resulted .in an ovoid gas volume. It does not appear
that the fluid extends the enttre length of me top _ges. m c me mcreasea vma.
compared to the last time slighdy el.dngate_, the bubbfej but when. water _ used _m b_
it is very far from spheric@ _vhich ts consistent with the theoretical result mat me
less wetting fluid is not inclined to spread along the top edges.
For vessel d the bubble has broken into two parts, each of which appears to satiffy
the wall contact criten'on.
In the wide vessel f, the water / ethanol wets up the sharPatangleese_.th less so at theouter edges. If the theory is applied assuming nonwe .t_ edges (i.e. no
hysteresis or excess glue causing an obstruction to wetting} this would reqmre;
45 ° + 'y > 90 °
Y > 45 ° ] From the 900 edges
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which still satisfies the condition for wetting the wedge that
12.370 + 450 < 90o
unless 7 were very large indeed. It would be s.url_rlsing if the value of T for the
wetting fluid were 450 or larger, so there may indeed be more at work here than the
theory alone.
The results in vessel e were distorted by signs of an apparent leak Le. bubbles forming
from the base of the V joint, but the final drop was performed before this was
noticed.
The final drop (Figure 4.8) was conducted with the same conditions as.in, the third,
except that the vessels were rotated by 90o. Ov.erall the remits were. _: except
for two changes.. F'trst,parrs of bubbles formed m containers a and c m addi.'tion m d.
Second, the "leak' deduced to have been present in vessel e showed no obvtous
evidence of being present.
The
. appearance of multiple bubbles in the containers is of some concern since it is
that a large number might form that are not in contact with the walLunagmable
However Concus suggests - and examination of the films seems to confirm - that the
formation of two bubbles simply represents one of the major d.yn_'c modes in the
transition from one-g to zero-g conditions. One observes the fluid at the bottom of the
initial oneg bubble "pinching up .r_newhere in the middle while to either side a
bubble fort/as that retains contact with the wall.
The behavior of the fluid in container e _ntradicted the theo_+, which would
predict that.a fluid wetting the wedge in f would surdy wet the narrower one in e,
/tlthough this behavmr may have been related to the presence of a leak.
Despite the p.ractical uncertainties, that the fluid theory of. it appears, pogtic_g. . .
Concus prowdes a workable ratmnale for designing containers and _atmg+. void
fractions that will meet the criterion for void position to avoid thermal rachetmg,
without resorting to the difficul.t task of providing a nonwett_ag container.
Nonetheless, it would be essential to perform tests in z_o-g with an actual PCM to
confirm this with the added factor of phase-change cycling.
4.3 Phase Change Material (PC_ Racheting Test
4.3.1 Module Design For PCM Test
The drop tower results suggested a good possibility of meeting the criterion to avoid
 he+ting bng n ow  m.a pore+tedwedge. Howe .er,seve. a .
congderations resulted in a modification of the vessel cross section. It zs believed that
the modification will not materially affect our ability to meet our criterion; indeed, it
may improve it.
This new shape is shown in F"+gure 4.9 _ong with a similar shape for which a ,.wett_
theory had been developed, in.the paper by Concus and Finn (Kef. 16).. According to
Concus, the wetting behawor m our selected shape should be substantially the same.
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Figure 4.9 Variations in PCM Module Geometries
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Given the indicated angle a as well as the value of P (ra_o of the m911_ to the hrger
cross-section radius,) Fi_e 2 of the aper shows, cri'ticad maximum liquid _ntact
angles for wetting along the length e_t_e vessel m the narrower part. lreatmg the
"radius" of the sauared off end of orE. vessel as 1 cm, p - 0.6, and the critical contact
angle is about lg0. This compares with about 92o as a maximum contact .angle for
the earlier
wetting the narrow V- we_ test eft. in the drop tower. R_j_ ,, _.,
discussion of rachetin_, a flkid which does_ nqt. wet m.e .enttre 1.epgm o t me.vessea wm
be more likely to provide an escape path for liquid during melting, l nus zt ap._?xs
that for a rea_nable range of con.tact angles, the v_sd with Re rounded_p _
more advantageous. However, this advar_.tage may be reduced .became or w.emng
along.the r._ainlng. 90o comers. W_.'e _ wo_._ navetg*en pomp, _ to aesagn a.
container with prec_ely the cross-section touno m.m.e t.oncus aria r.mn paper., tn_
would introduce mechanlcal complications in providing a flow charon el tor soatum
beyond the outer radius of the modules in the solar receaver chamber.
Aside from the possible benefit in wetting behavior, there are two primary
advantages to the chosen cross section. F'trst, with the rounded tip, stresses in the
/.hamber)container wall (arising from the sodi'um _ressure ".mthe r .eceiver ,, are
reduced. Creep requirements can then be met .usm_ .a tta/m_,wan. Second, the new
shape provides a lower surface area/volume ratio, wmcn snoma teao to a lower mass
receiver.
The actual dimensions of the module (cross section and le__) were .b_ u.pon a
of the receiver with
rough estimate for mee.t_ng certain.gegmetricrequir.ements . , ,, a
given quantity of fluoride.. These include: a _clear dlameter at me cen.ter or me
receiver Of "30 cm; a packing of ad_ept.moames mrge en.o_ mrsoatun_. ,,
condensation but small enou_,,h to maxmuze volume occupied by PCdM; and an overaa
length/diameter ratio dose to one for the receiver, aga_. to _ StLrface area m
volume. A total of about 64 modules are required, e.a_ 47.5 cm m length and
accommodating a 10_ void space for the molten fluoride.
4.3.2 Fabrication of PCM Modules
For the test, two modules were fabricated from the Ha. ynes 188 0.050" alloy furnished
by NASA Lewis. A finished mod.ule is depicted in Figure 4.10. A "collar" was added
to allow the module to be welded into the test chamber such that the same surfaces
will receive and lose.heat from the sodium as in the cavity receiver design. AI_ a fill
tube of type 304 stainless steel was added. It would have .been_refe_,- to use a
tube of the Haynes alloy, but it proved ".mapractic_.,to obtain. Whitt_nberg_" at Lewis
advised that the st.eel / Haynes combination was likely to be acx_tavte tor me _
duration of the testing; the Haynes manufacturer had no data on such c0m.bined
welds. The sequence.of fabrication is depicted in Figure 4.11..After cum_.
approximately sized pzeces, the top cover and trou_, were bent _ steea r.orms.
Tl_ey were then welded toge .ther using, me.tal .wacFing torms to avom e.xcessl..ve . ._
distortion. A cut-out on the internal aluminum torm prevented excess neatmg or it.
Steve Ernst of the Haynes company suggested .that it would be desirable to minimize
'bum through" in the weld that produces exotic oxides. Prior to the final wdd,
several test welds were made; also, argon _ was blown onto both sides of the se_m.
during welding.. Despite the backing a sRght bowing _ After _ ._e sin_e
wdde_l long pfece as wall .as all other part_ were cleaned m acetone ana atmaea water
and air dried. This cleaning methodhad been suggested by Bruce Gillies of ETEC.
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The end caps and collar ends were then welded on. At)healing in an .argon
atmosphere was pe_orm_ foUowlng, the instructions of Dr. George Lai of Haynes,
who recommended annealing foUow_, any cold work of the meLa_LThe module was
heated to 1450o K (2150o F) and mam t@a.ed for 1 - 2 minutes, then rapidly
quenched in a blast of argon. Afterwards it was extremely dean, and no further
washing wasperformed.
FmaUy, the fill tube was welded into place and a helium leak check performed on
each module.
4.3.3 Teat Equipment
In order to simulate the type of heating that the PCM module would, encounter in
the actual solay receiver. (near i_,.the_, kl hea."tipgby cgndensing sodium val2or) the
modules were "m_. _ m the .cylindrical (stainlem m_.l) chamlx/r shown in Figure
4.12. Liquid sodium ts vaporized from a reservoir at one end, condenses on the
thenmodules, drips down onto a screen and flows hack to the reservoir. Dynatherm
Corpora. tion of C_.keysviLle Maryhnd, consmacted the cylinder,.purchased the
ceratmc heater unit, cleaned the chamber and filled the reservotr with sodium before
s.e_. (They r.ef.ommended. the use of the _ wick along the b?tton_ half of the
cylinder though tt only provides about 6 of .vertical pumping ¢a.pa_. The cylinder
does not have to act.pre_ely as a heat pipe m order to be effective). Each half of the
cera_, c heater !maxtmum operating temperature of 12100C) is rated at 1290W
mammum for single phase, 230VAC.
The hea "the. chamber was mounted at a 450 angle (the f_U pipes at the high end) for
testmjg: It ts not possible to .reproduce the fr_e-faU liquid flu6ride position in one-g,
but this motto '.ti_, does prowde a test of a worst.c_e condition for meeting the .
criterion to avoid ratchetmg. ('The malting liqmd must have aca:em to an open void
space') If one can be reasonably confident (by the results of the drop tower/ests) of
being able to place a bubble m the wide part of the wedge to meet the criterion, tl)en
the worst condition would be a bubble at one end of the modul.e, so that the liquid
effectivelyhas the longest pa_ to transverse. The _ent then becomes a test of
the isothermal heating quality of the vapor chamber; ff this quality is not ,mtesua.te,
the melting eutectlc would be blocked on its way to the void space and ratcheting
could occur.
The plan was to fill only one of the tw,o modules in the healing chamber with
fluoride eutectic in order to provide a control module for wall distortion. Both
modules are marked with ticks at one inch intervals along the center lines of their
slanted faces.
Thermocouples can be mounted in the indicated thermoweUs Ixaxetrating the
chamber. Others were to be fixed to the top surface of the m&tules to detect the
melting and freezing cycles of the PCM.
In order to make the PCM melt and freeze a method must be l_,.ovided to heat and
cool the test chamber. It was assumed that the meMng and cooling periods are dose
to those for an actual low orbit space power system (about 59 minutes to melt and 35
minutes to freeze). ,D_,.e to its rehtively low packing density (1.733 gm/,ctn.3) _e
eutectic powder will fill only about 83g of the module volume after melting (liquid
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density about 2.087 gn_cm3). If no more powder is added after the initial melttn_
the s.toLag9 capab.ility of the module will be 6.45 x 108 J. Therefore 182 Watts are
required for malting and 307 Watts are released during freezing.
If there werea continuousscreenwickcover hethe modules.... and having sufficient
pumpmg, capab,_ity from the sodium reservoir module could be cool_l by
evaporat_ag sodium and condensing it on the cylinder .w_ls. But _ was judged to
present a cRfficult problem when ifistalling the modules into the cylind .er. Instead,
radiative cooling to the cylinder was ._.sumed. That means that the cylinder and the
sodium reservoir must be cooled sufficiendy to allow the module to release the
required heat in the time available.
The r_. uired cooling may be estimated as follow_ Approximate the module inside
the cylinder as a concentric cylinder. From Si.egal and_-Iowell (gel 18_ the radiative
transter rate q per umt area for such a condition is given by
Q_ oC_1 - T42)
for the module surface (area A1) a specular or diffuse r_ector, and for the inner
surface of the chamber cylinder (area A9 a diffuse reflector. The respective
emissivities are the epsilom labeled T and '2'. If one is solving for T_, the
temperature of the cylinder, one notes that the smaUer the ratio A1/A2, the doses T2
can be to T1 for the transfer of heat at a given rate. Clearly one wants T2 dose to T1
__ned the minimum effort in cooling the .l_ge cylinder rather than the PCMitself, and thus we want A1/A2 small; tt is actually about 0.12. However, ff
the surface of the chamber cylinder is specular, the formula drops the factor of A1/A2
and the value of Tz needed is lower than before. To reduce the spccularity of the
cylinder, the vendor sanded the inner surface.
The emissivities are also imports, L It _ asst., ed that in the environment of
high!y pure sodium surface oxidation will be minimal and they were .both set at 0.2
(probably on the high side for the Inconel, but about right for the stainless steel).
The result is Tz" 893 K for a diffuse cylinder and 736 K for a speculax one. Given a
cylinder mass of about 20.5 kg and specific heat of 627 J/kg .OKone must remove
1.89 x 106J in the first case and 3.91 x 106J in the second. (Keep in mind that all
,.t_.heat must be removed before the PCM may cool at the required rate). The
liquid sodium reservoirmust be cooled at the same rate as the cylinder, since the
vapor from the former will keep _e latter hot. The coo._, requirement for sodium
wfth the hrger ten!perature drop _s about 2.69 x 104_: givi.ng, a total of 3.94 x l_J
when the cylinder 1, added. Adding the module codL,/g gives 4.58 x 106J., or a loss
rate of about 2180 W over 35 minutes. To reverse .the process over 59 mm_.utes
reqtnres 1293 W, which must be .l_.o_ded by .ceramic heaters.with a combined .
ma_n', um rating of 2580W. Sufffdent insula_on must be available to allow effective
heatm_ as the radiative loss from the bare cylinder at 10400 K would be about 20
35
kW (assmning a well oxidized surface, with e approximately equal to. 7).
To meet both the heating and cooling requirements, it h.ad been intended. to use a set-
up where _ insulated metallic annulus surrounds the cylinder and heating dements.
When heating,.the air flow through .the ann.ulus is .stille_ when cooling a ducted fan
blows through/it..The 2180 W c2_oling reqmrement is rela..tivdy modest (comparabh
to a hand held hatr dryer). The number of hyers of fiber insulation (Johns Manville
cerablanket) and.the air flow rate would have been ad .jpsted, to accomm, odate to the
loss rates determined by the actual heat transfer conditions found during set-up.
4.3.4 Planned Operatton Of The Test Rig
The test plan was to cycle the PCM module through 200 melting and c/des,
of the re_ve durations noted above. (This could be somewhat accelerated
altho .u.gh the effect of thermal ratcheting can v.ary due to changing crystal mucun_
with inherent freezing rates. Also, the• su.percoo effectnoted belowhas a tmdmc/
to become more pronounced wxth increasing coolir/g rates.) The total ttme required
for the c/cling _s 39.2 days, or about eight weeks. For safety it had been amaned
that except .for an "mi..tialpreheat and final co?l-down, the assembly would only.
operate duripg_ daytime hours on week days, Le. when personnel would be available
to occasionally monitor the equipment.
A strip chart would have been used to keep a record of the PCM and chamber
temperatures. To improve s_ety the rig Would .have _ operated in a room
separate from the c?n_.ol eqmpment. (However, informatior/provided by A. Ducao
of ,.Dynatherm Inc. indicates tbat fluorides are not particxtlarly reactive with molten
sodium.)
Before operating the system, the. module would have been filled, with P,CM powder.
Fluoride/have a strong pro txmstty toward reacting with residual water (producing
hydrogen) and oxygen, and thus an evacuatton of Lhe module while melting the PCM
was.pl.a ed.. Following the recommendation of J. Daniel Whittenberger of NASA
Lewzs, tt was intended.to use an oil trap ._d roughtng_t? wh_e holding the PCM
for an hour or two at just above the melting poi/lt. Then the ftU tube would have
been pinched and welded dosed.
There was some concern about whether the PCM would supercool to any significant
to freeze. Thedegree, i.e, drop below its nominal melting .lx_nt before beginning .
intention was to examine this in sever_ f/eezmg c/des bef6_,e the mare. test began.
The appearance of supercooling could affect the details of the automaac control
scheme•
During mel_t_..mg,the.The nominal cycling process is presented in F'gure 4.13. the melting pointcontroller would have been set ofto a temperature T1, exceeding
the fluoride by some relatively small amount. It was .exPected that the temperature of
the PCM would have flattened out as the mdtlng point was reached and ttien
re.mamed there un.til melting w_. complete. The time for melting would have been
adjusted to the destred value mmg a variac to set the power input given a quantity
of insulatlon.
After melting the PCM temperature would have risen to T1. At that point a switch
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Tem)erature of PCM
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Tmel t
T2
Melting _-- Freezing
Time
Figure 4.13 PCM Cycling Sequence
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would have changed the controller setting to T_ below the melting point. The heater
would have gone off (or reduced to a muc.h lower walue) and the cooling air switched
on. The power would have returned to its melting condition value and- .the air flow
turned off when the PCM temperature dropped below T z. To be certain that
freezing had been completed the value of T2 would have had to be below the lowest
tem.per-.-a,t_e _ach.ed by the PCM d.u_t_a_vrCOOltng. SupercoolinfgewOCCUr,as astatistical distribution and thus one to examine a
thlsquite cycles to bereasonably certain that T2 were low enough. However, requirement is not too
stringent here, since even if the freezing were not fully completed the heating on the
next cycle would still have been stopI_ when the PCM temperature reach_ it.
As a result of funding limits and the higher priority placed on the e.vaporator dome
wiretests, NASA technic,_ management requested that we not l_oceed the PCM
module test. All eqmpment was put into temtxn'ary storage for eventual shipment to
NASA Lewis.
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Chapter V
Evaporator Dome (Heat Pipe) Fabrication and Test
5.0 Purpose and Approach
The o@er critical technology issue addressed in the research program was the
fabrication and performance of the evaporator dome. The objectives were,
1. Fabricate two types of evaporator domes.
2. Test the operation of the domes, at at hast the nominal rated power level of
the solar receiver of 38kW (.equivalent to about 32.SW/cm2 on the surface of a
29cm or 11.4" diameter hemi_here). If possible, test the .eyaporatpr to a .level
of about 60W/cruZ, representative of the peak solar intemity on the recetver
dome.
In .the event, it was possible to only partially achieve the first obje_. "re and not to
achieve the second. Two eva_._gnt_, domes were successfully fabricated, but theywere both of the screen wick A radiation source able to meet the difficult
challenge of providing at least the ecl_valent of the nominal flux .solar _put was
assembled ar/d succesffully tested. As m the rest of the _ogram, given the technical
hurdles to be overcome, early assessments, of the time and cost req-ulred to meet the
objectives were proved to have been significantly underestimated.
The approach for testing the receiver domes is illustrated schematically in F_lre 5.1.
A dome is welded intodach end of a smirtless steel cylinder, which is then pl,qced over
the heat flux source.. Sodlum. evaporates from the Wlck. then condenses, on the walls
ofthe whichis, nat ngheatto the The.h" falhdown
.the a at the..bre.of thedom .byX
into .the wick. The dome at the top end ts high!y in_, .ted to avoid condensation and
dripping onto the bottom one. Heat loss from the walls ts regulated by a movable
insulation box: (It had originally been planned to .use a g_.-gap calorimeter, but the
cost was e_.orbxtant.) The .loss rate was to be determined using an IR thermometer
and an estimate of convective losses. A similar camera was to be used to monitor the
mrface of the dome for localized overheating that would be an indication of incipient
burnout of the wick. Such a failure would have been of concern not ortly to indicate
wick ,.1,.xrformance but also a{.an essential.safety measure to warn of melt-thr0ugh and
atr-so_um contact. The cylinder would just be turned end for end to test the other
dome.
Details of the intended test plan are discussed later in this chalxer. A note on
nomenclature;, at various poin"ts in this rep?rt the test. cylinder which includes the
evaporator domes is referred to as a heat iSil_ but smce the cylinder does not use a
wicking m .e_..anism to return sodium to the evaporator ( e.g. the walls are not covered
by scre_ tt is not strledy a heat pipe. However, because of the wick on the domes
neither is it a pure reflux devtce. It thus became common usage to refer to it as a
heat pipe.
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5.1 Evaporator Dome Designs
5.1.0 General Remarks
The detailed designem,fththe evaporator dome wicks is described in the following
of conceived as 'composite' wicks; they both use .several layerssections. All were
of fine 400 mesh screen at _e evaporator surface to achieve _ pumpmgcapability
and a different type of matenal underneath to reduce sodium flow losses. The
common evaporator mesh results in a common pumping capability, which is discussed
in this section.
The pressure difference across the meniscus at the screen is given by
Pv - P1= 2ocos0
re
where the vapor and liquid pressures are Pv and P1 and o is the surface tension. The
contact angle 0 and effective bubble radius re will drop from the entrance to the apex
of the screen as the value of P1 drops due to flow losses as well as gravitational head,
if present. This is iUustratedin Figure 5..2,.(.derivedfrom Ref. 10),where it is seen
that as the liquid pressure drops t.._e meniscii are grad u_.,.y .drawn into the screen. It
is generally assumed that the maxxmum pmnping Capability ts given by letting re be
defined as half the mesh spacing Le.,
1
Fem_ 2M
where M is (for _ple) .40.0 wires/in.cir., and that th. e.contact angle is zero degrees.
The rationale for this defim'tlon of re ts that at the limit adjacent bubbles end up
touch, each other at a ninety degree angle, be.hind the screen. If these assumptions
are applied to the present design, then we obtain a mammum value of the pumping
capabih'ty Pv - P_ of 1.291x104Pa (0.127atm.) at 10g3IC
Several notes should be appended re.this estimate. F'trst, when _e wire diameter is
of the .same order _ the .w_e se_ra, tion, it appears _at the maxtmum.pumpmg
capability may be gtven vath re defined as h_/lf the distance between wares
(1.905x10-Sm or 0.00075"). Here that would increase the pumping capability by 2/3.
Second, however, another consideration may countervail this result. Due to the
m ul.tiple layers of 400 mesh the meniscus may not in most areas be able to draw fully
behind the screen, effectively preventing re from becoming as small as first considered.
But.t]ae present author respects that the multiple layers will result in a c.omplex
llqui'd-vapor interface with an effective value of bubble radius considerably smaller -
and thus a pumping capability considerably larger- than with one layer of screen.
The planned size of the domes (inner measurements) was 29cm (11.4") diameter, but
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the final height of 13cm (5.1-) was slightly less than the radius due to caution in the
forming process.
5.1.1 Screen Wick Designs
5.1.1.1 Components
Two types of screen wicks were planned and fabricated..Both are composite designs,
having a fine surface mesh for/odium pumping and a wider mesh .below to reduce
pressure losses as the sodium flows alor_ thd dome surface. These wicks .are referred
to as Assemblies 1 and.2, and have the following stacking sequences, starting at the
bottom (inconel plate) side;
Assembly 1
1. Incond 617 sheet, .127cm (0.050") thick . .
2. Four hyers of 100 (wire/inch) mesh, N1 200, wire diameter 0.0114cm
(0.0045")
3. One layer of 100 m_h, ,.Ni 200, calendered by about 25g.
4. Two layers of 400 (wire/inch) mesh, stainless 316, wire diameter 0.00254cm
(0.001")
Assembly 2 (nominal gauges of materi_ identical to Assembly 1)
1. Inconel 617 sheet
2. One hyer of calendered 100 mesh, Ni200
3. Three hyers of uncalendered 100 mesh, Ni200
4. One hyer of calendered 100 mesh Ni200
5. Three layers of calendered 400 m_sh, stainless 316
The assemblies are sho.wn schematically Fin 5.3. The successive @hy e_
particular mesh were laid down at 450 angles Igureto one another to avoid interlocking of
the screen by a particular has thewires. 'Calendering'is the flu_a_', of . amount; it
effect of incre_ the area muchirig adjacent plates or screens, thus l_,.tentially
in_ the effdctiveness of sin_. Using multiple layers of the fine mesh at the
surface reduces the chance of a defect (larg_ pore size) ca ,U,SZrg. locally red.uced
pumpin_ reduced sodium flow and dryout that could result m dome melting.
Assumhag that the nominal thickness of a mesh is. giv by _ the wire thickness
times the calendering factor, the thickness for both enass mblies ts about 0.119cm
(O.0473.
Performance of these assemblies is now estimated.
5.1.1.2 Characteristi_
In addition to the p.ump.'mg, wick capability discussed earlier, several other  portant
parameters may. be identified. Please note that these estimates cannot substitute for
q3
2 layers 400 mesh
Stainless 316
1 layer calendered
100 mesh Ni200
4 layers 100 mesh
Ni 200
Ni layer, O.Ol3mm
(½ mil )
INCONEL 617
J
0.102mm(0.004")
0.178mm(0.007")
0.914mm
(0.036")
1.27mm
(O.O5O")
.__.I__
a. Assembly 1
3 layers 400 mesh
Stainless 316
1 layer calendered
100 mesh, Ni200
3 layers 100 mesh Ni20D ->
1 Iayer calendered ___--->
I00 mesh, Ni200 /
Ni layer, O.013mm (½mil)
INCONEL 617
_illllllll!llll!ll
D__ 152mm( O.006" )
O.178mm( O.007" )
O. 686mm
7")
O. 178m(0.007")
1.27mm
(0.050")
b. Assembly 2
Figure 5.3 Screen Wick Assemblies
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actual testing of the screen.
F'tr_ consider the superheat (ATsv) developed across the wick. (It is assumed that
sodium flow rates are slow enough that a pure conduction estimate cart be made.)
This value may be formtdar_ as
ATsp = q_ t_
ml_
where tm and kern are the thickness and effective thermal conductivity of a layer m
(which may consist of several layers of a..Parti'cular mate_." ) and q is the heat flux .per
unit area across the dome. The conductivity is an effective one since it must combine
the contributions of both the metal screen and the sodium. Adkins in Ref. 10
presents an approximation for ke which in the present nomenclature is
k [(k1+kw)-(l-c_)(krkw)]
k_ = 1[_ + (1-_m)(krkw)]
given a.porosity of _ for layer m, kw for the wick conductivity in that layer and kl
the sodium conductivity. Later in this report, the porosity of individual screen layers
is calculated to be
100 mesh 61.23%
100 mesh, calendered 48.51_
400 mesh 66.17_
Here screen layers of a pa_'cular porosity and material are bunched together in
calculating I_ using the thermal conductivities near the heat pipe operating
temperature of 58 W/m-K for sodium, 23W/m-K for Ni and 60W/m-K for stainless
316 (both of the latter values from Touloukian, Ref. 19). This results in k_ -43W/m"
K for the 400 mesh. layers and 59W/m-K for the others. Assuming" a thickness of
the for eachtwice the wire diameter times calendering factor reduction hyer and that
[to_ 30.4W/cm2 (4_3k.W total input) gtves a superheat of 6.3K for _bly i and 6.4KAssembly 2. This means that the superheating will exceed our limit Of 10K if the
peak fluxes are about double the average value.
Adkim _ pr.esen_ an empirical expression for estimating the permeability, _w, of
screen wicks with diameter d, namely,
Kw= d2 g2
122(I-c) 2
where e is porosity. After averaging together the porosities of the 100 mesh
calendered and tmcalendered screens (weighting by thickness) the result is a porosity
q5
of 1.333x10-10m2for Assembly 1, 1.064x10q0m2 for Assem.bly 2. The permeabilities
of the 400 mesh evaporator screens are an order of magmtude lower at 1.339x10-
11m2, so flow through them will be negligible.
Finally, for o_xation in lg conditions, ._e self-priming h .e_ht is of. interest. This is
just the height to which the sodium will be drawn by capillar_ action when the dome
is put into a pool of the liquid metal For a liquid surfa/.e with radii of curvature rl
and r2, this height is
For sodium at 1073K and both. radii, set at the single value of half the wire
separation in the 100mesh, h zs as high as 1.74m ff the contact angle a is dose to zero
degrees.
Performance of the screen wicks is summarized in Table 5.1.
5.1.2 Electroformed Wick Design
The second wick design selected rep.lac_ the 100 mesh wick with channels on the
surface of the .dome. The concept ts illustrated in Ftgu_.,,5:4, w.hlch shows t_.o hyers
of 400 mesh.stainless 316 overlaying a. 0.0254cm (lOmil) high, interlocking diamond
pattern that xs electrochenucally del/osited fdectroformed) onto the surface of an
0.0762cm (0.030mil) hcond 617 plate. The screen was to be sintered onto the plate
before hydroforming the en._e _bly..Due to problems with the electroforming
step (described hter)-fabrication of this destgn was not completed.
Compared with the screen" wicked domes, the thickness, of the sodium flow hyer was
le_,. and thus SUl_'.heating of sodium would be less. Since the conductivities of the
sodium and the mckd the assumeat operating temperature are _y ecltml (we
here 59W/m-K) the temperature rise is very .sin_,ple to calculate as 2K at the average
flux level for 40kW ove/allt_eWer level (this includes, the elf .ect of the 400 meshlayers). Moreover, even at doubled peak flux esumate this leaves substantial
margin before reaching the 101( limit.
The 1-g wicking limit may be found by
point in the flo_v path (lw) in the figure.
0.51m.
_Ar_m_ radii of curvature at the widesta O0 contact angle gives a value of
5.2 Evaporator Dome Fabrication
5.2.1 Screen Wick Dome Fabrication
A s_.icant amount of devdopment was required to fabricate the screen wick domes.
In oiatline, the process was;
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Table 5.1 Screen Wick Evaoorator Performance
Evaporator
Wick Pumping
Capability (Pa)
1.291 x 1(_ 1.291 x 104
Superheating
(degrees K)
at 30.4 w/cm 2 6.3 6.4
at 60.8 w/cm 2 12.6 12.8
Permeability (m 2 ) 1.333 x 10 -I° 1.064x 10 -_°
Maximum
Wicking Capability
(m)
1.74 1.74
_7
Two layers of
400 wire/inch
Electroformed
INCONEL 617
"Diamond"
Stainless 316
mesh -----_ _/]' "_/_ "_W_j"_.._' "_ "_ "_" _ "_._
Pattern ____________________
Sodium Flow Channel
-_O.102mm(O.O04" )
0.254mm(0.010" )
0.762mm( 0.030" )
_L
a, Cross-Section of Stacking (Through
Section A-A below)
Dimensions:
a = 0.254mm(0.010")
b: 0.474mm(0.01866")
c: 0.2453mm(0.009659")
d= 0.06574mm(0.002588")
e= 0.127mm(0.005")
b, Electroformed Pattern
Figure 5.4 Electroformed Wick Design
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a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
App,lication of.Ni layer on IN617 plate.
Stacking an.d santerug of wick layers.
Impregnation of wick with paraffin.
Hydrofonn_mg. of dome.
Cleaning of Wi.c_,and stress-rellef anneal.
Cut-back of wick.
An attempt to hydrofoma, the dome in one .step failed due to the work
the Inconel alloy. A series of tests result,ed, m a process repeating parts had _d_d e
of
three times so that the dome was formed m stages.
The process is discussed in more detail below:
5.2.1.1 Application of Ni Layer on IN617 Plate.
This was recommended by the Face t Company as an aid to sintering the screens to the
plate. A 0.5 mll layer was de po_..ted on the surface of the IN617 plate by a local
vendor. To insure proper adhesion had .of._u_red we perf. ormed a bend test on the
alloy; m one case therehad been an unsatisfactory deposttion.
5.2.1.2 Stacking and Sintering of the Wick Layers.
Early, subscah tests of hydroforming our screen wick layers showed a tendency.for the
top 400 mesh material to rip near the ba_. of the dome. In an attempt to avoid this
on the full scale system it was decided to smter the mesh layers together and to the
adjacent dome.
The screen layers were cut as 48cm (19") diameter circles an.d laid onto the plate. As
each was put down, it was spot welded to the surface within.0.6cm !1/4") of its
peri.m,eter. These screens were not perfectly flat, but the marc de_. tions could be
_lLminated by the use of a hand held pressure plate (of the screen _eter. but only a
few inches wide) an.d proper sequencuag of the welds. The rest of .the deviations were
eliminated in the. smtering procesg which consisted of raising the ptece to "1464K
(21750F) under high pressure for several hours. (The details of the process are
proprietary to Facet inF., of Greensboro, NC, but it is dearly of the general type
known as a l_ot rsostatic press_.
sintering of the screens.Facet performed the hyup and waldO, as well as theProblems were noted with one of the first two sintered stacks that completed
(Assembly 1 type), first,.the 400 mesh layers were nussmg;" second, there was an .
_at a metal had melted rot.approxunately 0.5cm diameter area where it appeared .
the screen, though it did not look like it was Wholly blockhxg the pores. Also, there
were several scratched lines on the screens, though that hadnone changed the pore
sizes.
Sanders staff should have visited and surveyed their faciliw before aUow_ng _them to
proceed with fabrication; we did visit them before they _ a substitUte for
Assembly 1 (which had been. d.estroy_, in an ear_hydro_or_te_cop_d_e below).It was obvmus that contamination Of the screen foreign easily
occur at their facility ff they did not fully understand the requirements. There were
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small metal chips and fragments present on the work tables. It also did not help that
the work areas available to their, .en_ee.'.r_. (as opposed to manufacturing) staff were
in flux. That is not to say that thei_ facilities were inadequate to the taslq overall
they were impressive and appeared well organized. But an early ".v_itwould have
been able to clarify ambiguities in their understan .ding of the requLrements. A
member of our engineering staff was able to supervzse the layup of the replacement
assembly and prevent contamination.
5.2.1.3 Impregnation of the Wick with Paraffin.
Other researchers have enco.uptered d_.i.cul_ in forming screened wick domes while
preventing l_ge losses in fired permeability through the coarse mesh layer. For
example, D.R. Adkins of Sandia Laboratories measured.a loss in permeability by a
factor.of ten (Ref. 20). To counter this crush_ effect m the present program
paraffin was frozen into the screen. Early tesgr_g on subscale screens (with.out a
basep.late) showed little or no displacement of the wax out the edges during the
forming.
Application of the wax to the screen must be done with care to avoid air bubbles.
Given the peculiari'ties.of wax behavior development of a I_.rec_, _har_eWOuld haverequired considerable time and effort. Nonetheless, it _s believed results
were .good. To keep track of the efficiency of the technique the screen was.r_
back into the wax; a poor fill would result in the appearance of numerous air bubbles
along the surface.
The final process was.
Q Prepare a tank of mel .ted wax at a t.empe.rat_, e of about 65-700C (150-1600F).
The tank used was designed for vertical dipping of the plate.
. Preheat the side of the play .not covered with sintered screen _ a heat .
gun. This will promote wtcking of the .wacx through the screen wKile reducing
the chances of bubbles next to the relatively high thermal mass plate.
. With its surface held vertically, lower the plate into the wax. This .
should be done slowly enough that the wax wicks up ahead of the fluid line.
4. Let the plate soak in the wax for about ten minutes.
. Pull the plate out and turn it horizontaUy as rapidly as possible to minimize
wax dripping out of the screen.
. Set the plate down, screen side up, over a f.a_. The air flow from the fan wiU
cause _e _ to cool from the back (plate side) to the .front of the screen, so
that voids will not be trapped as the wax cools and shrinks. In parallel molten
at leastwax should be poured.on.a_ay areas that are not covered with a thin
.layer of it (whether a liqui d or a solid). It will be seen that as the wax
tt tends to shrink down into the screen; to prevent voids in the screen we
supply fresh wax.
. As the excess wax freezes on the surface, it can be scraped off with a plastic
sheet that is relatively stiff but not so hard as to damage the screen. When
5O
moving a heavy layer of wax it will often be found that it is still liquid
below. Until it freezes, this liquid should not be removed since the wax below
it, in the screen, may still be molten and require a continued supply to fin
voids.
. Clean off the completely frozen wax until it is down to the surface of the
$¢r_.
. To check the effectiveness of the "tmpregnation, the plato. _ be @ped into
the wax. This doesn't have to be dofie as slowly as the first time. With a poor
impregnation, small bubbles will be seen coming out of the edge of the screen.
However, this is unlikely if the procedure was _L,v.fully followed, and a redip is
probably most useful when first becoming familiar with the process.
5.2.1.4 Hydroforming of Dome.
A great.deal, of effort was required to obtain a successful.hydroformlng of _e Inconel
plate with smtered screen. The stages of the h ydroformmg process are outlined in
Fgure 5.5.
A circular plate is placed on an annularpla.tform and evenly subjected to anywhere
from several tens to several thousap, .ds of psi" from a qexible,padon the underside of
the _ chamber above. At the..point3, the hemispherk_al ram used to produce
the ¢lesired shape _s at a neutral positron with its peak at the level of the annulus.
The pressure .from the pad causes the metal to pa/tly deform down over the surface of
the ram, drawag m metal from the sides.
Then the ram is forced uP thr°ughethebehind th center of the annulus to the selected height.
This causes the press.ur e pad to _ the machine may be set to prevent it
from exceeding a desired level.
Several factors enter into ha_. a sucye,ssful forming. F'trstone must start with a pad
pressure high enough that wrinkling is preventecl when the plate metal is .drawn in
from the annulus and up and over the ram..On the oth.er hand an excessively high
pad pressure can prevent the metal from drawing in easily, enough and .lead .to .
breakage, either at the s.tart as it flexes downward, or durm.g, ram operation if this
flexed.reservozr of metal zs depleted..Second, work hardenifig of th/_ metal can a_.
result m breakage, as was ".d_vered m our attempt to prod.u_e the hcond dome m
one h ydrofonnmg step. Third, surfaces m.ust be dean of solid debris to prevent local
deformation or scraping of the plate. Lubri.cafio.n is also required to. aUo-w.the .pla.te to
flow over the other surfaces, but excess lubrication can cause local tmpres_ons m it by
trapping oll bubbles.
To provide added protection of the screen wick, it was covered by an 0.102cm
(0.040") 6061-T4 aluminum plate during hydroforming. This material is much more
pliab!e than the lnconeL but hard engugh to prevent ihe screen from sti_ to it.
Lubn. cation on each of the f.acmg suffacgs of the plates and un.der the hconel
provided by a vegetable oil instead of the r.e_la/mlfixr containing oil that might
have affected later annealing. The regular oil was applied to the top surface of the
aluminum.
Subsequent to each forming step the dome was subjected to a stress relief vacuum
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anneal at 19000F (1311K) for 1/2 hour followed by an argon quench. According to
INCO technical staff, this should be sufficient for our heat pipe operating
temperature. Before each anneal, the screen was cleaned of wax using a hot water
spray followed by a degrease.
Table 5.2 lists the hydroform_." parameters used. Note that a final anneal was
performed .after the last forming to ease stress on the dome before being welded into
the heat _pe tube.
5.2.1.5 Cutback of Wick
After the final forming an.d anneal the flanges on the domes were cut back to the
reqtttred sum for welding into the test cylinder. Then the wick had to. be cut to a
smalhr diameter. One of the .surplus aluminum domes from the forming process was
cut to this diameter, then a scribe was used to mark the screen.
o,were cut one or more at a time, _ an .F_acto 400 meshlayers were too tightly sintered to cut mdividuaUy.) hyer was then
carefully pulled off of the one below.
For Assembly 1 this proceeded rehtively smoothly. On Assembly 2, however, the.
bottommost layer of screen (100mesh) could not be pulled off b.y h .and. At one point
heating of a small area wxth a tor.ch _ tried, at another, sanding it off.. In th/._ end,
what worked was c.hlselin$.it. It is likely that the _eater. adhesion of this _ was
due to the calendering, w_ch would have aUowed, tt to smter to the inconel over a
greater area than that for the corresponding layer m Assembly 1.
The edges of the wicks for the two assemblies are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7..
(Please note that by error the labels visible in the photos were reversed, e.g. A2 is
actually Assembly 1) Part a of Ftgure 5.6 shows an edge_ typical of most Of the
circmnference of Assembly 1. ,Ther.e is some block_ from the wire cutting process.
The dot pattern on the mconel which extends from the edge and ,l_.om_ blurred as
it approai:hes the camera is caused by @e spots where the screen had smte r_. to the
plate. An.ldea of the scale may. _ obtained by c.onside_ng that the screen thickness
in _ region was dose to its initial (calculated) value of 1.19mm (0.047"). Part b of
the figure shows a part of Assembly 1 where the screen had become detached from
the p/ate.
When the edge photos were taken of Assembly 2, the bottom layer of _ .had not
yet been removed. Much of the @ along the circumference appeared similar to
@at of Assembly 1, as can be _ m lVgurd 5.?a.. But along most of the
circumference there were anomalies worse than m Assembly 1, such as that shown in
part b of the figure. The_ apparently occurred when remo "ving the excess ,.wi.clc.
material; a particular layers wires might have been cut from those of the adjoaung
screen that was to remain in place, but it cp_d still pull on th.e screen sinte .t._ .to it
bdow, and that screen could then.tug and distort the adjoining screen. This kind of
anomaly _ong the edge was worse m Assemb!y 2 since the screen just above the lower
calendered screen, was harder to pull off. It .did.not appear that the.separatton from
the plate shown m Assembly I or the _ps within the screen shown .m Assembly 2
extended into the area of the d0rn.e its_.; _ was based upon a. visual survey
rather than measurement, but it ts considered likely since the pulling of the screen
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FigLlre 5.6 Edge of Formed 14ick on AssembJy 1
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Figure 5,7 Edge of Formed Wick on Assembly 2
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was fairly localized.) If either had occurS, in that ( high ene_,y flux) area, the
greater.10cal depth of sodium dunng testing could cause superKeating and bubble
formatton with possible bum-through.
Partial blockage of the screen edge by the cut and .bent wires shoed not be a problem
during.heat pil_ operation as long .as a pool of sodium remains m the annulus near
the cylinder wM1; the liqmd would just enter the screen through the small holes but
large area of the 400 mesh.
5.2.1.6 Dome Condition
The finished domes are shown in fl).e photograph, F'_rre 5.8. Ar_embly 1 .is at the
right and Assembly 2 at left. The light patterns are due, .to the reflection., within the
screen. The circular marking at the apex of Assembly 1 is a stain from the
permeability test des .c_e. d in the next secy.'on. Overall the _ appe, .a_. to be m
remarkably g.o_., condition. The deformatton had caused some orange skin effect on
the inconeL vislble on the concave surface of the domes.
5.2.1.7 Evaluation of Screen Wicked Domes
Two measurements were made to evaluate the ,quaRW" of the fabricated domes and
provide information for future analyses of the neat ptpe receiver.
In the first, the thickness of the screen and substrate dome was measuretal_O_ess
merldlonal line from the hemisphere apex, then compared with the me
of an earlier formed bare Incond dome to derive the screen depth. These results are
F'_ar_ the thickness thesummarized in Table 5.3 and 5.9. For com_arisorg ofprehydroformed .assemblies are calculated as .194ram (0.047"). In accord with
the recommendatton of the manufacturer it was assumed that a screen thickness was
en by twice the wire diameter ,times a calenderizing factor, where appr_xt_ _
e la.tter.was 75_ according to the.smtertng vendor.) The actual screen
ter smtermg but before hyaroforming should have been measttred but was not.
Evidently, the worst screen crushing occurred for both domes at a distance of about
7.6cm (3'1 from the apex, amoun_ng to about 22g of the initial value;, at .the center it
was about 17_;. These results are .considerably better .than the 50_; c_rushing obtained
by Adl_. at the Sandia .Laboraton.es after hydroforming of a (somewhat coarser)
screen wtck without wax tmpregnation (Ref 20).
The data for the wicked dome thickness was obtained by using two opposing spheres;
for the bare dome it was a sphere and a flat plate. At a given point t_e nor/hal line
w_ determined by adjusting the domes angle until the lowest Value appeared _ the
digital readout; @.e_ .are the values recorded. The measuring ec/ui.pm.ent actually
read to another digit (m inches) beyond that shown, so presumably its inheren, t
accuracy was better than + 1 mil. Given this situation it would be ._appyopnate.to
- data. Usi_ the experienceas.sign a con.vention.al plus or minus accuracy value to the
it was concluded that thegamed during multiple me.asurements at a _.ven point, . _ _ _
recorded val_es for total thickness may be high by 1-2 mils (2.54-5.08x10-2mm) at .
most, and thus the derived screen, thicknesses rmay be high b_r a .maximum of 2-4 mils
" locali/ed depre_om "(5.08-10.2x1(}2mm). In addition there were a few m the screen,
evidently where wax had not penetrated as effectively prior to one or another
hydroformmg step. The worst of these resulted in a screen compression of about 5
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Figure 5,9 Screen Thickness After Forming
6O
mils below the local mean surface.
The second, measurement made. was of dome. permeability using the technique and
formulation derived by Adkins. The eqmpment was set up as in F'_gure 5.10 adap_
from one of his documents (Ref. 20). In principle this test is simple. -Fluid (methafiol
or lsopropanol) rs added to the basra until it wicks up .to the levgl of the inverted
transparent vessel at the top of the dome. This vessel ts .stTal.ed .to the wick using a soft
gasket material and downward pressure rather than a semt-liquid seahnt that would
be difficult to clean off. A vacuuma zsisapplied that is adequate to fill. the vessel with
liquid just to the level of the tube leadi/_ off to the _d/Jated cy "linder. An excessive
wick and upvacuum results in air being drawn across meniscus at the surface into
the vessel
The measurements made during the test are of volume flow rate, ,_ (ml/sec or m3/sec)
and the pressure -head" HL (m) required to sustain this flow rate through the wick.
The h.t_" quantity is the measured "head" being drawn (in meters of methanol) after
subtra .c_ag out .the height h that the fluid must climb from the liquid surface to the
connecting tube into the graduated cylinder. Da.ta were taken in 'sequences' that
_,presented flow rates and pressures read sequentially as a graduated cylinder was
filled.
Combining these measurements with the known viscosity of the fluid, Vl and the
gravitational consta.n, t g, Adkim obtained the following formulation for the product of
permeability and wtck thickness (assuming this thickness is constant along the flow
path),
= tan(cxo/2)in
2ngHL tan(txi/2)
The ,.an_es so and _i are shown in the figure (the radius of curvature of the domes
are sliglidy larger than half the base diarrieter since they were formed to 12.95cm
height rather _an 14.48cm).
In practice several difficulties were encountered.. F'trst, lower or higher flow rates for
a gtven pressure sometimes _ evtdendy a result of leaks in the pressttre line
attachments. Sec0.nd, after perfonnmg the tests we learned that the methanol viscosity
could be substantially decreased by contact with PVC plastic. It is not dear whether
such contact occurred m our work. In any case ttme constraints prevented us from
peff.orming any .more tests. With these provisos we present the data in Table 5.4,
which does not include taken _,hen bubbles were seenrea "dings taJ . . . entering the inverted
vessel or test sequences that showed significandy lower flo w rates th,an o_ers ' with the
same or lower pumping pressure. Both phenomena indicate an air leak m the system.
The _ for the do.wn.ward trend in the value of rw_iw within each sequence is not
dear, but it probably in.dicates a systematic error. The error bars shown in the table
are based only upon estmaates of accuracy in reading the data from the measuring
devices.
The value of rwSw is greater for Assembly 2 than Assembly 1, a result that is opposite
to that expected (for the dose values of 8w for the 100mesh) based upon the
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calculated values of permeability in section 5.1.1.2. Of course, this may also represent
a flaw in the emp'm'cal model used there. For. example, that model is based upon the
meshing of normal, uncalendered screens. With calendered ones there may be less
tortuosity of the flow path and less reduction of flow resistance.
An interesting comparison of the results can be. made with those of Adkim (Ref. 20).
Using the earlier calculated values of permeability (1.333x10-10mZ.for Assembly 1 and
1.064x1@10m2 for Assembly 2) and the corresponding values of thickness for the 100
mesh wicks (1.092mm or. 0.043" and 1.041mm or 0:041") gives _:wSw of 146x10-1Sm3
and 111x10-1Sm3 respecuvdy. Comparing these with the meamr_ data, the value
of rw6w apparently has been reduced by a factor of 2.5 to 4.3 for Assembly 1 and 1.5
to 1.9 for Assembly 2. Adkins's results showed, a reducti.on of this quantity by a factor
of 10 in his screen hydroformed without wax unpregnatmn.
5.2.2 Electroformed Wick
It had originally been intended to manufacture a dome with the elect, oformed wick
described earlier.for instaUauon into one end. of the heat pipe test cylinder. The
contractor for this work was Electroformed Nickel Inc. (ENI) of Corona, CA: They
encountered significant problems in fabricating the wick. As in @e case with the
screen wick fal/rication, they should have been visited at the _ of the
process. The failure to do so reduced our chances of success with this L-ther.eptly
difficultiesmore challenging process. Ev .entually, considering the situation, historical
with the tec_ o.lo_y, and rapidly escahtmg time and budget estimateg the
electroformed wick was abaridonecL
The first step of the nickel de lxm"tion process was to produce a photographic master
pattern for the diamond sha.,.p_ posts that would cover the entire plate. The basic
pattern m rectangular coordinates w_ reproduced in twdve sectors to compl.ete a fuU
circle, F_-e 5.1]. _ approximation reduced, the complexity of developing the
master; the vendor did not _ave to add a correction factor between each post to
account for the curvature around the entire circle. Nonethdesg more than one try
was required to obtain the desired pattern with the fully nested diamond geometry.
Next, two Incond 617 plates were sent with the master from ENI to their
subcontractor for deposition of a 'resist pattern'.. Upon receiv_ag baCkL_m_theplate, Fi_proceeded with nick_ deposit.on. Two defects m succession became a t.
there had been an excess of Ni deposited. This resulted in 'sl_llover' ot the metal
and As a result, the diamondsabove the top of each diamond onto the resist pattern. . .
took on a rounded appearance. Second, when ENI attempted to grind off this excess,
the pattern ripped off of the Inconel. They found that _eY were easfl.y able to
remove the pattern from the other plate using a chisel. Clearly, adhesion was
inadequate.
ENI and Sanders personnel then conside, red pIans to recover from these difficulties.
discussedFor theexcess deposi_on the solution was to increase the resist pattern
he.ight m .the c_els from 10 to 12 mils to.avoid spillover. ENI prepared a_,.odq,
shi_ds to tmprove the evenness of the deposited layer over the plate 13y avoiding local
current concentrations in the deposition bath.
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The problem of pa.ttem adh. esion was.more complex. They discussed their
recommendations m a detailed letter, included as Appendix A; the essenrlal_ are
summarized here.
The starting Inconel 617 had first been rabbeted to anodlc removal of a thin hyer so
that subsequent dectrodepositio.n would not be distorted by the cold worked grain
structure ot the metaL. After this treatment the alloy has a matte appearance and an
oxide layer. These oxides were removed m a 'cathodic acid activation treatment'
(hydr..o._,en scrub') to r,.educe the surface to pure .active (bare) metal suitable for
depo.sitiop, of the Ni diamond pattern. The sulfides from this treatment .co_d not be
.pe/mitted to be carried over to the elect-, odeposition bath, and thus a.brief water
nnse had to be performed. Though .brief, the rinse could have _tt_, o_.des to
form again on the surface, thus reducing the effectiveness of b0n ".cl_ of the diamond
pattern. (They were a_. concemed that the cathodic treatment might have caused
damage to the photo resist pattern.)
They .st_,gg_.ed two alternatives to alle.viating the probl.em.. One would have resulted
in an idefitical procedure except for _ a/ulfan_c acid rinse "mstead. of a water
rinse. In the other, the Inconel would have been coated with a 0.5 mil layer of pure
Ni prior to the application of the photo r_st. This would have allowed the metal to
be treated, as pure Ni for the oxtde r.emoval and electrodepos!tion steps. Since, .n_.kel
forms a simpler and much weaker oxide layer than Inconel (indeed, the Inconel Ls
formulated to have a strong protecttve oxide), the whole process would have been
shnplified.
Although it would have _ technicaUy int_.esting.to investigate these solutions it
was clear that a morass of time and cost escalation r/tight have iesulted.
5.3 "Heat Pipe" Cylinder
5.3.1 Desi_ and _nstmction
The purpose of the heat pipe cylinder was to_rovide a means of testing _e
evaporator domes at the lowest po_. "ble _ _ was done by incorporating d
features that were felt to be essential while onumng those that were of lesse/vatue or
excessive refinement. Beta. use of time and money constraints no fully detailed
structural/thermal analysts was made of either the vessel alone or integrated with the
evaporator domes.
Fm_zie 5.12 depicts the completed cylinder with both end domes welded on. The
tself was rolled and welded from 1/8" stainless 316L This _OCeSsing was
perfo.m_..ed by a local vendor, who had wdded alo.ng the outside of the seam. Sanders
technicians and technical staff were displeased wit1/the unevenness and degree of
oxidation of this weld. It was rewelded at Sanders on the inside of the seam, wire
brushed to remove oxidation and helium leak checked.
Three f'_ tu.bes were welded into_.,,the cylinder as suggested by Horace Neely of
ETEC. At the time a p.articular, ram_ procedure was being disctm_ with them
which would have required this numoer of tubes. Neely sent the tube material
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Figure 5.12 Heat Pipe for Evaporator Dome Test
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(staiMess 304L 0.035" wall 0.5" OD_ which he stated was what they _._ferred for
pinching an.d weldin_ .alth.ough zt was later.discovered.that they had little or no
ex.ped'ence m doing this .with a .v'_um inside a container. To avoid a crevasse
statable for attack by sodium oxade, the suggestion of Don Ernst of Thermocore was
followed by welding the robes along the in/ide joint. Each of the tubes is centered
one inch from the respective end of the cylinder. A visual nmemomc was adopted by
placing Assembly 2 in the end with the two fill tubes 1800 apart, and Assembly 1 in
the other end with the single tube.
No pressing reason was seen for.the use of thermowells within the cylinder chamber
was seer Under nominal conditions,the h.ea,tin_of the cylinder can be monitored by
therm .oyoup!es welded or strapped to the sxde. (Both ETEC and Thermocore
maintained that it was likely that thermocouples attached to the before filling. cylinder
would detach during the various han.clli_, steps of that process. Neither of the
personnel.contacted at these compare, es thought that w dtti_ bare wire therm_les
m the cylinder after tt _ sodium filled would be a problen/.) Nonetheless, under
certain anomalous conditions- e.g. the development of a signifi'cant thermal gradient
between the sodium vapor and die wall due to the presence of noncondensal/le
it would be helpful to try to measure the vapor temper.try. Thus, a single g-asses -
the rr_^..ow_ was ,ms.tailed at the halfway point of the cyl_,,der (S.t_ale_s 304, 3/8" O.D.
0.050 wall 4 7/8 length. ). Unfommatdy, given the Wells location, the Sanders
welder found it impractical to weld at the inner joint, so there is a crevasse present
there.
The photograph shown  .F ure 5.13 de .t_tls the constructionat the in, de surfaceof
the cylinde_ end. In addison to the weld line of a fill robe and Intrt of that of the
cylinder several of the angle irons are shown. They are 316 stat/dess, cut back and
ro..un,ded at the edges where they rest agamg the flat flange of the dome. Their
v_ble welds to the cylinder were acce_.'ble for wire brusl_ cleaning of oxides, but in
the smallmaag p between them and the cylinder wall that was not,t _,l_b.le. Instead,. a
1/8" hole was drilled through each to promo_ cleaning by liqufd sodium fl.ow_g.
through the hole and the unwelded _aps visible in the photograph. In.this d e'&dngtheprocess, oxygen entering the sodium potential of causing deleterious.effects
e]sewhere in the system; without the circulation, there might be weld corrosion from
the relatively.stagnant sodi .um trapl_ in the gaps. (Ideall-y, the contaminated sodium
would be drained before a final cha_ge were reld-_sed into @e cylinder. The effect of
h-ere negligible,the small amounts of oxide present is likely to be thoug.,h" whether
thls.would be true for many tho .re.an.ds of hours of operation is uncertain. See the
section on sodium filling for amplification.)
The reason for adding the angle  eces to the cylinder _ be understood with the aid
of .F'_xre 5.14 showing a %oss-sectton through a radial slice of either dome near the
.cylinder waiL Each dome is welded to this wall at the outer edge. Since the cylinder
_s normally evacuated, there will be . an a.ma0sphere of pressure pushing the dome into
it. (AcmaUy, at the nominal opt..t_ point of 10351(, the sodium vapor p,.res.sure of.
about 0.35ann partly counteracts this, but the va r pressure becomes n_le with
a drop of only 150 K.) Without the angle piece, this pressure would cause the flange
to pivot .around the tuner edge of the _-llnder wall, inducing tensile stress in the
wdd. Given the budget for complemag the cylinder, it was not lmsslble to perf0_ a
complete analysts of this_mt stress, but an estimate by the Sanders m_hahical
analy.m se.ctlo.n indicated that conditions were close to In617 yield stress of about
39kst. This did not indude consideration of differential thermal expansion between
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Figure 5.14 Details of Dome Flange in Heat Pipe
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the Inconel an.d the staird.ess. Using the INCO data book and Touloukian's data on
300 series stainless, the difference should be about 0.4g at 10500K - approximately
0.159cm (1/16") over.the dome's diameter (Ref 21). The function of the angle .pieces
was to reduce the strata on the outer weld; they rest against the dome flanges without
any mechanical or welded attachment there.
The cylinder was _ helium leak checked after the th .ermo.welL fill robes and .
,.a_. es were welded into place. What so_.,of surface d_,ung is needed before sodium
f_ apparently depends who does.the filling. ETEC had _ an acetone
dean_mg followed by an argon backfill, but Tl_ermocore was relatively unconcerned
with thh as-received surface condition, indicating that thegprocessing would
compensate.. For. reference, the final surface.,.e:xP0sures of heat pi".pe components
are summarized m Table 5.5. The p_n.eabi_.'t _ test left a circular stain at the top of
Assembly 1 but not on Assembl_'. 2. This stain occurred where a foam rubber sea'1 had
been applied to the screen and did not come off during the fonowing solvent
washings. Retrospectively, it appears that the difference betwe .en.treatment of two
assemblles was that number one was exposed to isopropanol during our early attempts
to get the perm.eabfli't_ test to work_ _ may then .have degraded the seal sUfficier/dy
to cause the stare. While xt seems unlikely that this residue would cause permanent
harm, a rinse with isopropanol should be used to remove it.
5.3.2 Estimation of Heat Pipe Sodium Fill Requirements
Several factors must be kept in mind when determining the quantity of Na to be
used in the heat pipe test rig. The basic _.r_luirements are that there be adequate
sodium to saturate the two wicked domes, filI the voxd space as vapor, and form a
condensate film running continuously down the wails.
The void space vapor is the smallest of these contributors. Using the perfect gas law
at 1040 K and 0.4 atm vapor pre.ssure of Na gives a requirement of 12.1 gm
(equivalent to about 16 cm3 when condensed at that temperature).
The wire fractional volume can be used to find the liquid volume needed for a
saturated screen. We start here with the wire volume per unit area, VL, for a given
layer of screen and assume that the layer thickness is small compared to the dome
radius. Then we have
VL = 2 Awl
Sc
where Aw is the cross-sectlonal area of an individual wire and S¢ the spacing between
wires (:.. the inverse of the number of wires, per unit length). Th.e quantity f
accounts approximately for the bending of wires due to interweaving, and may be
expressed as
where
0 = tan "1-_
Sc
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Here d is the individual wire diameter (see Figure 5.15). FauNmtially, the formula for
VL treats each set of parallel wires in a layer as a unit, and accounts for the whole
layer by the factor of two.
data for the wires used in the stacked screens.Table 5.6 shows Dividing the wire
volume per umt area by the total volume per unit _ (i.e. the thickne/s).gtves the.
fraction._ wire volume, (1-e) and thus the screen poroaty ¢. The .calend.e, "._ effect
approxtmated by assuming that as the wi_.es are.c/ushed, they will just fill in the
em. pty volume of .the .screen (rather than m.cre-_smg the ov .e_U screen area) until the
wtre volume fraction _s 100g. Thus, the wtre fraction will mcrease by 1/0.75 for a
25_ calendered screen.
The empty volume of a stacked screen is given by
where the summation is over the layers and the area of the screen A. is here the area
of the hemisphere plus the small llp at the edge, about 230 in2. Ammfing a ftdl
hemisphere, _of 11.4" diameter) ,andn.o screen collapse, gives a little more sodium
volume than actually needed. Recalling the stacking components
Assembly 1:4 uncalandered 100 mesh
1 calendered 100 mesh
2 uncalendered 400 mesh
Agsembly 2: 3 uncalendered I00 mesh
2 uncalendered 100 mesh
3 uncalendered 400 mesh,
the re,sul.ts are void volum.es of 6.465 in3 (106 cm3) and 6.290 in3 (103 cm3) for
Assemblies 1 and 2 respectively. It is assumed that both wick assemblies remain
saturated with sodium though only one is being used as an evaporator at any one
time.
The third primary _mpone_,.t of sodium in the tube is the wall condensate, which is
.assumed., to be a _ntmuous film layer. The simplest anfly_ presented by Rohsenow
.ts that illustrated m F'_gure 5.16 (Ref 22). (A more elaborate analysis includes an
interface resistance between gas and vapor, but while this effect can be significant for
liquid metals, it is ortly so at low pressures. Rohsenow aim gave verbal assurance of
_ re.asonableness of the simple approximation in this case to the prmcnt author.)
Liquid condenses uniformly _ong a vertical plate with an _creasing thickness with
,v.e/tical drop. Given a laminar flow, the temperature distribution _ be near!y
linear, and is assumed so. For narrow, mhdfir condensation area there might be
rapid _ flow and consequent shear stress algng the liquid-vapor interface_ with the
large diameter tube _ h_e the effect can be neg!ect_ Ignoring momentum
changes, Rohsenow dertves the expression for film thlclmess
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Figure 5.15 Parameters for Screen Evaluation
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[ 4kllaz(Tv - T1) _-
= _gPl(Pl - 9v)hfg]
with 5 a function of distance "z"down the wall. The lkluid thermal conductivity,
dynamic viscosity, density and heat of vaporization are lq, g, pl and hfg respectively,
while pv is vapor density (small compared to that of the gas) and g is _st the
_arovitational constant. For the present case ignore pv and _ the tmnperatu,.re,.
p across the film, Tv-T1 (where TI"Tw here_ m terms o the flux (W/m2) radiated
from the outside of the tube, q, i.e.
(Tv- Tw)= qk_
and
or
15=[ 4_q 1-zl/3kgp2hfg
since the effective thermal resistance across the sodium and wall will be small
comvared to that by radiation to the outside world, q is set at a desired average value
detehnined by. the maximum heat loss required from the cylin_der (_t.e. we._sume a
cylinder of uniform temperature!. For the cylinder as designedz, with a stainless steel
emissivity, e, of 0.7 after some _ temperature expost_e to air, me result is
q = o_(T4w- _bJ= 4.611 x 104 W/m 3
where the waU (Tw) and background (Tbk) temperatures are 10400K and 3000K
respectively and o is the Stefan-Boltzman constant: (With surgaee area of about 1.3m2
this gives 60 Kw dumped by radiation algne): U s_2g- values of_e constants kttet. 11)
of viscosity 1.79 x 104 kg(.m.sec, liquid density ¢_¢ r,g,,m, aria neat ot vaponzauon
3.975 x 106 J/kg one obtains
5 =- (1.14 x 104z) 1/3 (in meters)
which .gives d-0.122 mm at the bottom of the 48 inch tall tube. To be conservative,
this thickness is applied over the entire height, resulting in a requirement for 160
cm3 of sodium at 1040K.
The total sodium volume requirement is now 385 cm3. Increasing the peak flux to
theresult in 80Kw total power output (at 1118K with e" 0.7)) incre.ases value of d by
about (4/3)1/3 or 1.1 to d * 0.134 mm. Then the condensate sodium value goes to
176cm3 and the total volume to about 400 cm3. In addition, one should add to this
the maximum quantity of sodium that might become .tra.pp_,, due to con den_U'on' in
the s.tu_ of the fill tubes. Assuming that the three odginaUy 4 long 1/20D tubes
are pinched off at half that length, they add another 20 cm3 volume.
To avoid the complication of liquid sodium plumbing and handling systems during
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the dome test, the .p,!.an was. to have.the heat pipe filled and sealed before being . .
returned to our fadlity. Since the flU quantity is determined by the maxLmum liquid
condensation layer, as well as other m_gins, there will always be some sodium _
remaining in an annular pool a{ound the.base of the dome. An .exce.ssive heat._ux
entering the dome could result m p_.l boiling a phenomen0n which ts _m ctitticult
to model and a detriment to evaluating me pertormance ot me evaporator aome
alone.
Our objective was to reduce the heat flux to the pool so as .to .redu_., the chance of
boiling. Rich Diver of Sandia has noted (Personal communi.'catton) mat even a aepm
of 1-2 inches of sodium should not be a problem if the net incoming flux to the pool
can be kept at about 10 w/cmZ or less.
For the practical p _.mTx_e of the testing, it had been "m.,tended.to use.. a configuration
like that shown in Figure 5.17, where an arm._us of tibrous "mmblation pro t_ts me
po01 from direct impingement of furnace radiation..The depth shown. - tmaer one
inch (and equivalent to about 210 cm3). is the m .a:,amun2, expected if me screen
domes are assumed to be always saturated with sodium. Note as w.eR that mere
would actually be some loss of energy from the flange of the dome into me copper
cooling plate.
5.3.3 Fill Technique Issues
5.3.3.1 General Considerations
One of the most difficult questions to be considered in this.program has been .the ,
selection of a technique for loading socli.un_, into the .tg"t cyli_ der. The interaction ot
sodium with various speci_ and me .t_. ts far from bemg well understood..One may
find oneself y ".etgl_ a variety of opinions..largely, dependent .on the empirical
experience of thor authors m not necessarily .a.nalggous sttua_ tne _t
writer attempts to extract the important issues m the context ot me memous
suggested by several vendors.
First, some general r.emarks on s_li."urn properties. Due to its 1_ reactivity, the .free
state of the dement ts not found m nature (Ref.23)..The same rex_ce notes.mar
although sodium generally wets well on many so.lids, it ,does not easily wet stainless or
carbon steels.. To achieve good we aLng ot container _ ana evapora .mr screens,
Adldns (Sandia Laboratories) has followed a rule of allowing molten s0cttum re.soaK
into the screen for at least a day before a_emptmg to operate me _stem.. (l ms .w_
_te.r baking off adsorbed water and volatiles for 48 hours at 5400C wtth a pumping
station at 10"_' torr.)
thisThere is not necessarily a direct connection between . wetting and the stripping of
chromium oxide from the metal such strip .pt_ should eventually occur
altho_.., other oxides (such as th.ose produced as(Jack DeVan at ORNL). Oxyger__ from or
weld residues) or from other s/trface contaminants then goes into solution. Where
concentrations are high-- such as at weld crevasses-- rapfd metal corrosion may occur.
If the concentration is high enough, corrosive sod.i.'um oxides may precipitate..
(Among the a PriOri assumptions for" the prep .aration of the heat pipe.to ae ,.ttaea._s
that moisture is effectiv.el_r removed. Water witt react very raptaty wtm somum to
produce sodium hydroxide and hydrogen.)
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Another important consideration is useful to note at this point. Although a heat pipe
and a liquid cooling loop may. bo.th employ sodium, the required flow rate in a heai
pipe is very much less. This 1, simply because of the much greater amotmt o.f heat
absorbed per unit mass by evap?, ra"ti_ sodium than by typic_ temperature rises of
the liquid (e.g., a temperature me of)0000K absorbs an. energy per kg sodium of a
little over 1/4 that reqmred to vaporize the same quantity, Re.f. 112). Thus, .
corrosive processes which depend upon high sodium tramport rates -- such as Nz
solution in the liquid _ hot regions and redeposition in colder ones -- will be much
alleviated in the heat pipe.
In liquid.loops this transport.can ca .use dogging of pipes within minutes. (ETEC has
had consid.erably more expet), ence with suc_ ldops th.an with heat plpes.! DeVan has
not seen this effect m heat pipes (he also notes in .passing that the solubility of metals
in the sodium is not affected by oxygen concentrations).
The issue of the maximum permissible oxygen contamination level in the sodium is
one of some controversy.. DeVan .suggests that the level should be ".w.eUbelow"
lOOppm to prevent localized co.rroston of .the evaporator screen .(_ zs the purity
level of the .sod..tumafter chermcally equillbratmg with the container). Such attack
can occur within a matter of hours due to the tendency for oxygen in the system to
build up at the evaporator surface. On the other hand, Thermocore claims successful
operation of heat pipes at contamination levels of the order of 100ppm for tens of
thousands of hours.
Although there is no clear-cut explanation for this seeming contradiction, consider the
following as a possible rationale:.
For a given overall level of starti_' surface contamination, it may be that a critical
f'tgU_,, of merit for gauging the likelihood of evaporator corrosion will be the rehtive
total internal area of the evaporator vs. that of the container as a whole (here we
define 'total internal area' for an evaporator to be the sum of the areas of all the wire,
internal to the screen). This quantity affects how 'concentrated' the surface
contaminants become at the evaporator, since that component is the gateway through
which all sodium in the system must pass.
In the case at hand -- the barewalled.test cylinder with screened eva.porators --.this
fio,_tre of merit should be relatively high when compared to a heat pipe of similar
overall dimensions, since the latter wo/ald have wall/covered with screen. Thus one
would .anfi.cipate that the.test cylinder's evapo_tor would be less sensitive to
.contamination than the similarly dimensioned heat pipe. Moreove. r, the operating
time of the cylinder w_. be rela.t{vely short. Given these observations,, th.e/e is
probably a reasonably high likely" .ood of tolerating the oxygen contamination levels
daxm .eft by Therm.ocore for the testing of the evaporator. However, for long-term
operation,, and particularly for the complete heat pipe receiver, the present author
believes it prudent to call for oxygen levels that meet the 'well belo/w 100ppm'
criterion.
Before ttmaing to details of c,_n.didate preparation and fill procedures, another
consideration should be mentioned. The extremely high i/eat tramax_. _pabillty of
isothermalthe heat pipe, which is the characteristic making it a very dose to ,an
object, is dependent upon.the free. condensation of vapor upon 'cold surfaces. The
presence of a noncondensible gas m the chamber wiU create large thermal gradients.
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An example.of such a gas might be argon, which is typically used to push ,.s_um
through sodium flow systems. Argon could _ .be entrained in a fr0z_..s_liu_.,
_oomb _ (used to add a precise quantity of the liquid metal to the container) .wmcn
originated in a sodmm flow system. Thermoc0re has dev.eloped noncondensible gas
removal as an essential part of its heat pipe filling tecrmtque.
As discussed by Rohsenow (Ref.22,._.11-25 to 11-29), even.when present in small
amounts, the noncondensable gas wflIbufl." d up to.a !oca11_,_ density at the wall .
and cause the condensation to become diffuslon-limited. (He _v.es the example of mr
reductmn of the heat
con ta_ati_,, steam to 5-10_ by mass and resulting in a
transfer coefficient by a factor of 5-10. However, we note that the temperature drop
across the sodium condensing on our cylinder walls Is only of the order of 0.1K to start
with.)
5.3.3.2 Preparation for F'dling
In discussiom with ETEC, Thermocore, Sandia and ORNL the followingwere.
discussed as possible processing steps before adding the required charge of liquid
sodium:
.-Hydrogen Reduction
This is a step that would be used to remove oxides from the surface of the container.
Both ETEC and Thermocore mentioned this treatment as
. . something that would be
done only ff large amounts of oxides were present; for _am.ple, ETEC cited the case of
a metal that had been subjected to an air quench restdtmg m a completely blackened
s_:rface. DeVan noted that one would have to be very careful to remove the
hydrogen from the system afterwards. Thermocore sta,.ted that theyuse a post-
reduction vacuum firing to remove hydrogen dissolved m the me.tal and water
produced in the reduction. With only sin/ill areas of weld omdes m our container
(from the final weld of the domes on either end) hydrogen reduction as unnecessary.
--Vacuum Outgassing at Elevated Temperature
In this operation species !such as water) are desor .b_t fr .oya the surface by _the
temperature of the container to at least 50000 while maintaining, a vacu .u._n.._11_._
had proposed doing this _ a 10-3 tort mechanlca_, y pumped .vacuum.,, line m the
o_alIy proposed '.Option 1. (The actual pressure m the conta_]ner .wiU b_. sopa.ew_at
higher over typical tmaespans due to the relatively small saze ot the exit not_. ) _l _.
offered to perform this operation for higher cost "usLnga _ pu_,. ,_d line at !o',
torr, but DeVan suggested that this wotild not resul, t in a significant attterence m me
results. He also believed that, based on past _ence, vacuum ou_ would
likely provide adequate treatment to the container prior to addition of sodiiam for our
(Implicitly he was also assuming that the sodium startedevaporator test purposes.
with purity better than 100ppm oxygen.)
Thermocore's version of this involved baking out the entire container in a vacuum
furnace at 10-4-10-s torr and at a temperature greater.than the operating point of the
heat pipe. As noted above, Sandia baked thei/containers at 54000 for 48 hours
with a vacuum llne at 10"_ tort, then proceeded to sodium filling.
The present author believes that some version of vacuum outgassing is an essential
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step.
--Sodium Flow or Rinse
This technique takes advantage of the high chemical activity of the. sodi .um. by. using
it as a cleaning agent. It would be very good at removing adso _rind ma.p urttte.s trom
the wick and oxide contaminants as well _ improving wettikg. Practical v er_.ous use
one or mo_,. rinse steps. ETECs Option 2 proposed a double rinse using their argon-
pushed sodium flow system followed by a P.Urlty analysis of the dumped Sodium.
They claimed that the starting sodium purtty would be of the order of lppn_, oxygen.
It is expected that .sodium woi_.d remain ".m the eva.porator wicks afyer the rinse, thus
redud_, the quantity of material.needed m the ffl!_ng.. DeVan held thata vacuum
outgassmg followed by a sodium ,.rinse"and corfftrmatton of low oxygen levels would
provide good assurance of a long lifetime system.
5.3.3.3Falling and Sealing
Following one or more of the.above treatments would _ the sodium _ itself.
Due to the small mass of sodium, required compared wtth that of the cylind$r., it.is
probably impractical to use a weighi-change method of me amrement..Sandi'a tried
such a method but in the end resbrted to using a known volume container from
which to flow sodium into the test vessel. The latter technique was also proposed by
E-TEe.
Before sealing the container one should be certain that, as m.u_, as possible, it is free
of any contaminants (such as noncondensable gasses) that ".m_. t have accumulated
during .the entire preparation and filling process. The possibih'ty ot.argon tr-.a._d in.
the so'urn has already been mentioned; ErEC said that they used Agrco high purity
gas, but the details need to be better defined. Another issue that _ Wi'th
was the possibility of inadvertent recontamination of surf.ar.es .in m the con.tamer
between different facilities. To address these concems, discussions withm°h b 
ETEC concerning the possibility of performing another elevated tempe_-a, ture vacuum
outgassing after filling. If this were performed at 600K it could result in evaporation
of s_veraIgrams of sodium into the pumping system over four ho .urs; at 400K the rate
would be thousands of times lower, but about 500K might be ad "vi_,. le in analog
with the initial cleaning step noted above. Sandia has _erformed this step at 400K
for a full day.
ETEC had discussed their method of measuri_,, sodium purity. It involved
that orprecipitating out sodium oxides by .cooling sodimn liad flowed been rinsed
from the cKamber, so tt would reqmre some form of the rinsing process.
After the initial degassing of the empty container, .Thermocore would backfill it with
argon, then taken it to die filling station. There, tt would be eva. cmat_cl an.d heated
to 200o0 to remove the gas an.d the sodium would be 'metered m. (We did notget m
the point of discussing how this would be done: Also, Th.ermocore en_,.phasized that
details of their process were proprietary.) Starting imptmty of the sodium would be
about 100ppm oxygen. The next part of the process would be to actu_, y operate the
cylinder as a heat ptpe for several hours at at least the intended olaf. tm_
temperature, while continuing to pump out.noncondensable gas. E.videad_r, they
have a method of doing this without pumpmg out a lot of the sodium at me same
time. (While this step would be performed at the operating temperature of the heat
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pipe, it would be at lower than o1_. rat_g power since the robe would be insulated
rather than radiating freely.) Agai:n, they e .xpected. final oxygen levels to by. about.
100ppm. Their method for actually me.as_ this, however, would reqmre welding
a vanadium wire into the container. This wtre would have to be cut out to perform
the measurement and in the process the chamber would be exposed to air.
The final step in the entire process is sealing the cont.ainer. Originally, ETEC had
recommended -- and Sanders had purchased -- two high temperature Swaglok valves.
However_ after the test configuration was develoL_ed w-here _e v._.v_ might remain
at very close to the operating temperature of the heat pipe (i.e. within the msuhtion
;), ETEC became concerned that the valves would not bebox, see followin_ sections
adequate. The _tematlve was to pinch off and weld the fill tubes while maintaining
a vacuum. ETEC indicated that they would have m do an extra researchn _r.ogra_,, to
learn how to do this, as their previo_ experience had only been with.pinchirfggff
containers that retained argon pressurization: DeVan stated that considerable effort
had been required to develop the vacuum pmchoff method used at ORNL. .
Thermocore regularly performs this type of sealing in their heat pipe manutacnmng.
5.4 Furnace
5.4.1 Requirements
The p_ of developing a high temperature furnace w asj to provide a source of
energy to sim.ulate the sol_ flux required for operation of _e cavity neatpg)e. At
full power, this amounts to about 40kW through a 28 cra diameter a_ wmcn
_s the same as 65 W/cm2 at the aperture or 32.5 W/cm2 over the acu_ aome surface
(assuming a full hemisphere).
Desireable but not required features were: an ability to aP_0.x_.tely double .fluxes
through.the dome to simulate the actual pe__ of the solar dim_'butmr_, a cal_bi_'t]r to
be used m future endurance tests for several thousand hours fluting Phase 11 or me
program.
The temperature req .uirement of about 2000 K for the furnace is demonstrated by
Figure 5.18 as a function of source and dome emissivities. The latter will d .e_end
upon the oxidation state of Ni alloy, but a value of 0.1 is.a reasonable possibility. As
shown, the view factor of the heat source rs also a strong influence.
5.4.2 Design Options
Ma'_.r heat sources evaluated along with the _al.rough. ".tum_._st estimates
are listed m Table 5.?. Based upon these consi_leratious, stttcon resistance
graphiteheaters and induction furnaces using SUsceptors were the l_rime options.
Althou@, .the former had _ advantage in simplldty (e.g., n0.spec__ atmo_here
required) it had o@e.r significant problems such as short lifetime of the heater rods
and marginal capability to reach our power requirements.
Thus: induction heating was chosen for th e present application. _(In the .en_ the .
supplier chosen was not able to pro_tuce a aLga-key system,, and the W m _aer.ss
labor plus attxiliary equipment well exceeded the estimate.) Direct maucave heating
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of the dome was rejected as it would have.required a.hi_, frequency, _ cost
power supply. Figure 5.19 shows two versions of the indirect meth .off using ,d3.e
common technique of heating a graphite susceptor. The method _ graphite and
induction coil "nested' within the dome incurs cost penalties in fa.brlca.,tion as well as
having relatively low efficiency elect_.'cal coupling.. With.. the c.ylindrlcal graphite
susceptor we create a black body cavity source, which with .u_orm. wall tFmpemture
and an insulated lower end appears to the dome as thermally identical to the planar
heat source shown m Figure 5.18
5.4.3 Selected Fumace Design
Figure 5.20 shows the furnace . (at left) and adjacent dectrical box ('work s_a.tion) that
provides 10 Khz to the induction coil. The steel framework uses electrical insulators
at the holes to prevent a dosed path that would allow indur_ currents. Power to the
work station is supplied from a 100 kW capacity motor-generator nmn_..off of
phase 440 VAC. Two additional dectric_, boxes are _ one for l_,.oviding starting
current to the motor-generator, the other (control station_) for controlling power to die
inductor.
Several thermocouples monitor the furnace and water line temperatures.
(Instrumentation is discussed in the next section). C'trculath_g water _ provided to .
the upper and lower copper plates and to the induction coil. The coil rs anbedded m
the cast alumina ceramic forming the body of .the furnace. To prevent rapid
oxidation of the graphite susceptor, argon gas Ls first flushed th/ough and then leaked
in during operation.
The next illustration, Figure 5.21, is a cutav_, y view. The graphite susceptor is
support.ed by a low density T'._berform grap_te insulation block and centered within
the casting by layers of graphite and carboia felt (pur_ from Fiber Materials Inc.,
of Biddeford, Marne). Both were selected, after extenstve consultations,., on the basis of
their excellent thermal insulation properties, ability to withstand _ _ a
temperature as the inductor, .com.,./_ati.bility with the inductor and significantly lower
cost when compared with oxide fiber insulators.
The inductor itself is of Union Carbide CS _ _aphite. It must be placed within
the.cas "ring so as.to couple properly with the maucuon coils. Encur Inc. of Key port.NJ
designed and adjusted the coils and the capacitors in the work station so as to provicle
near uniform heating of the inductor. They also _I_pli.ed the work station, water
generator, starter box and contr..ol station on a rental_asis. Besides providing
inductive power, the copper coils also absorb heat conducted out from the susceptor.
The upper and lower water coo!.ed cop.per plates also absorb heat from the fume,
the upper one provides thermal. _.msyfa_on of the 100OK heat pipe from the 20.00 K
furnace. These plates can provide insulation of exterior metal/._om the inductive
effects of the coL[ if they are allowed to form a c!osed 1_. electrical path so that they
create an opposing field. However, in at.cord with Encur s. concern about overheating
of the platds_ they-were initially fabricated with a radial silt to prevent such a. dosed
loop. Later, it proved useful .to create a.loop on the upper plate by dosing this loop,
thus reducing inductive heating above it (see later section).
Our o "nginal design called for the use of the graphite F'tberform "m.mhti.on at the top
of the furnace (F'_gure 5.22a). As a result of dae qualification testir_ this was
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Figure 5.21 Cutaway View of Furnace
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Figure 5.22 Change in Furnace Insulation
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change., to an oxide fiber blanket (Eigu_..e 5.22b). Eight sections of a Johns- .
Manville alumina blanket were cut to fit around the top hole, but later the muUite-
bassi, q_4aftec' fiber (pr.oduced by the same man.ufa .c_trer_ which has a higher .
melting pohat, was obtained. (Due to the reduction in scope of the program, neither
substlmte for the fiberform was tested.) AI.umma b!anket, when used as a cover over
the top of the furnace, had hardened during our highest temperature tests.
Argon gas is conveyed to the fum_e through fi "rungsmounted in the lower copper
plate. Each fitting .transido.ns to a ceramic tube which then en.t_s t_tro.ugh hole-s.
arilled in the alununa casting. One tube enters the furnace within the tuner radius of
the _tor, and gas then flows directly in througl3 a h01e" in the Fiberform board
msulatton. Rdattvely little pressure _. r_uired to flush this center part of the
furnace, but one also must prevent oxidation of the outer surface of the susceptor as
well as the insulation packed .around it. A .separate line is pro_ ._ which di/ects gas
first through the alumina .c:astmg and th.en into channels carved m the underside of
the Fiberf0rm that lead to tts edges at points spaced by 1800. There, the gas can
escape into.the approximate!y 3.2ram. (1/8") gap between .the outer.edge of the
fiberform disc and the alumina castm_ and penetrate up into the fibe/insulation
surrounding the susceptor. One-e'w, ht inch graphite felt .is used .to seal the copper
plate to the somewhat uneven under surface of the alumina casting as well as a gap
filler between the bottom of the fiberform disc and the alumina. Graphite felt or
alumina blanket is used throughout the furnace to make it as gas tigl/t as possible.
To allow a rapid argon flush of the furnace a valve on a ceramic robe is provided.
This tu.be enters th/o .u_, the. upper copper plate at the gap in the water lines and is
sandwiched by the radial, y. slitt_ CO_. In practice it was found that the valve was
only opm. ed during the tm.tial .flush and that the steady state, low pressure at;gon flow
used during fuma_ operatton _ made up for le =algge. (The startup .chec.klist for
the fur_,, c_ tndudir_g, the empirically deduced gas flush reozirmnent_ ts gtven in
Appendix B.) The _rcular window at the underside of the furnace was obtained as
st/ri_lus from wtthln Lockheed Sanders. Based upon a transmission test, it ts believed
to be a spinal-type material with a dip in transmissivity to about 12g at a wavelength
of approximately 2.72 _tm. (By comparison, the peak output of the 1040 K heatpipe
should be at about 3.5 _tm). The window is sealed to the copper plate using a ring of
alumina fiber rope.
5.4.4 Instrumentation
Type K thermocouples were used except for measuring the center rum,ace.
temperature. That was pe.rformed by a W-5 Re/W-26 Re thermocouple m a
molybdenum sheath, entering through the lower copper plate.
Water temperatures were measured at the exits of the upper and lower copper plates
and at the work station and motor _s_nerator.._¢¢ater entering the work station filso
water allw_t through the induction coil), for components f_assed first through a T-
joint at the motor generator, and it is there that the entrance temperature was
determined. Two thermocouples were located between the felt on the bottom copper
plate and the alumina casting. Another entered at the topof the casting and
extended down about 15.25cm (6") between it and the carbon felt outer insulator of
the susceptor. Similarly, temperature was read between this outer insulator and the
inner graphite one.
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Signals fr .oyr_,the thermocouples were carried via extension cable to the HP data
logger, which provided material cold-point compensation resulting in direct read out
of temperatures m 0 C or 0 F. The system could be adjusted to sample temperatures at
up to one per second, and eather print the output or show it on the screen.
The. purlx_, of the IR camera, was to view the absorber dome of the heatpipe during
testing m order to monitor.it for spots that would indicate wick dry out. (Su_ an
event would necessitate quick removal of the heatpipe from.th, e top of the furnace).
The camera was a Lockheed Sanders owned AGAThermovxston, model 782 that used
LN2 cooling, and it viewed the furnace interior via a gold plated front surface mirror.
Although quantitative temperature readings from the camera would have been
desirable, they would have _ .diff.icult to calibrate. A qualitative measure would
have been sufficient to detect mctptent evaporator failure.
Under . normal operation the energy entering the camera from the dome would
contam the combined effect of radiation. (at an uncertain mniss!'vlty) and reflection
(from the hottest surface of the furnace interior). While the latter contribution would
not be uniform, ._t sho..uld be symn_.e.tric, thus, hot sp_.ts should be det .ecta.ble, asstaning"
that the camera is sufficiently set_ve. N0.mmally tt can detect a variation of under
1_ at 30o C. A very rough calculation (not .integrated over frequency, but taken at
the peak values only) shows that photon emzsston for a 200o C temperature rise above
1040 K would be about 6 g over the combined radiative and refled_ background
v.alue (.the" also assumes c_- e -..66). However, filtering required for the camera to
mew high flux would reduce its sensitivity.
5.4.5 Qualification Testing
A series of tests were carried out to demonstrate the capability of the furnace to reach
and to checkthe required operating tem.l_erature of about 2000 K out the various
parts: (These were done with a large am.ount of insulation covering the furnace
opening). The first test was performed m conjunction with a t_.hnician from Encur
Inc. to exercise the electrical system and check its ability to provide full rated power.
Peak temperature reached was about 1150 K but the furnace was not allowed to
come to equilibrium.
In subsequent tests equiRbria were reached at temperatures of 1075, 1314 and 16950
C, requiring power settings of 10, 15 and 25 kW respectively; (the heat balance of
the furnace is somewhat confusing and it is discussed below in a separate section).
Two possibly interrelated problems developed in the first tests with the original design
that _ fiberform boards as insulation sandwiching the upper copper plate and an
open slit in this plate. Viewed through the mirror below, a hot spot' was seen on the
insulation adjacent to the slit in the upper copper plate. Inspection of the fibefform
boards showed corrosmn had occurredgl0ng tl4e sift line. One may hypothesize that
md .,u_ed current in @e copper '_n. _t the gap either by arcing or by go'rag through
the fibefform_, producing lb/_lly _er temperature. An attempt was made to remedy
the situ;a.tton by opening the gap ,.f_x_rtherand cr_ "ting corresponding slits in the
adjacent mmlation boards. Each slit was then filled s_rith Johm-ManviUe cerawool
hxsuL.a.,tlon. This time the fiberform started to burn slowlY in the gap area and
considerable damage occurred to the covering board. The fire extL,guished itself
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when the furnace temperature dropped sufficlendy. To eliminate these problems all
fiberform on top of the furnace was eliminated in favor of the oxide fiber blanket
noted earlier.
We decided to test for the possibility of direct induction heating of the h_tpipe. A
stainless steel ring was set on top of the cold furnace, lyhag on a _n. plastic boar. d
placed on the insulation. The objective was to.use a .r_ similar m cross-section (and
position relative to the furnace) to that of the ring originally planned to be used
inside the heat pipe before .we swltd_..ed to the '_gle irons'. One thermocouple was
inserted into a hole drilled into the ring and anotiier put under the board and ring.
_Vhen the power to the furnace was turned to 25 kW (nominal on the meter) the
result (F'_Lre 5.23a) was that the "ring core heated.considerably faster than .the area
undeme_/th it. Thus zt was concluded that mductton, rather than conduction, was
the main source of heat to th ring. However, when the dectrical conduction path
around the copper plate was bridged and the test re_aat_t the temperatUrewascurvesindicated that _e o)_.Posi_tewas true (F'_gure 5.23b). _ that a
current was. reduced in the cop.per plate th.at produced a magnetic field locally .
counteracting that from the mare coil. It ts recommended that a dosed loop cooling
plate be used to avoid direct induction heating of the heat pipe.
5.4.5.1 Heat Balance of the Furnace
One of our objectives for the furnace was to determine its power losses as a function of
core temperature, then to use this tabulation during heat pipe testing to determine
heat .pipe power performance. We also needed to see ff the f'urnace would have
sufficient power capability for our test goals.
To meet these objectives the furnace was operated with sufficient insulation covering
the aperture to minimize losses there. Then, heat loss to the various cooling water
lines was measured and checked with the power meter on the control station. (The
induction coil itself absorbed essentially all the heat conducted from the side of the
graphite sus_ptor; even at peak core temperature the side of the alumina casting
only felt warm.)
Accor,din.g to Encur, (,the indu_i.'.'on system supplier) the power meter measured power
into the reduction coil the cooling water of wKich also cooled the work station. Encur
stated that the losses in the work station amounted to ordy a few percent of the total
power, _ough in retrospect it might have been useful to try to separate this out in
the cooling water measurements.
Table 5.8 shows the power measurements for three core temperatures. For two of the
three cases the losses into the induction coil/work station water line virmaUy match
the settings on the power meter. However, the losses into the two cooling plates
should al/o be a res.ult of heat derived (by conduction or induction) from the main
coll. Adding these m means that the losses exceed power read on the meter. In the
third case we are doser to a match. Although some progress was made toward .
resolving this problem, time and cost constraints.led to the pursuit of the .alternative
of using an IR thermometer to measure the radiant heat frbm the heat ptpe.
It appears that there are about 53kW available for testing the heat pipe when the
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Table 5.8 Furnece Power Messur@menLs eL Seversl
EouilibraLed TemDeraLures
(All water flow rates measured in GPM)
I CoreTemperaLure(Argas): 16950 C (1968K)
Power on meter at control station: 25kW
Cooling Water Temp
Component
Molor-GeneraLor
Work Station
Top Plale
Bottom Plate
In
10.0
10.0
I0.0
10.0
I , Out
12.4
20,7
23.9
14.4
Temp
Rise
(oc)
2.4
10.7
13.9
4.4
Water Flow Iqatu
Cm 3 lsec GPM
1451 23
567,8 9
82 1,3
105.3 1.67
Power Dissipated (kW)
14.56
25.40
4.7
1.94
32.10 Sub-Total without
Motor-Generator
46.65 TOTAL
b CoreTemperature(Argas): 131_°C (1587K)
Power onmeLeraLconLrolsLalion: 15kW
Component
Motor-Generator
Work Station
Top Plate
Bottom Plate
Cooling Water Temp
_C)
In Out
10.2 I 12.1
10.2 15.9
10.2 16,1
I0.2 12.2
Temp
Rise
(oc)
1.9
5.7
5.9
2.0
Waler Flow P,ale
Cm3/sec GPM
1451 23
567.8 g
82 1.3
105.3 1.67
Power Dissipated (kW)
11.52
13.53
2 .O2
0.88
16,43 Sub-Total WiLhoul
MoLor-Generalor
27,95 TOTAL
c Core Temperature (Ar gas): 10750 C (1348K)
Power on meter at control station: lOkW
Component
Motor-Generator
Work Station
Top Plate
Bottom Plate
Cooling Water Tempi
PC)
In Out
10.1 12.0
10.1 14.3
10.1 14.6
10,1 11.4
Temp
Rise
(°C)
1.9
4.2
4.5
1.3
Waler Flow P,aLe
Cm 3/sec I GPM
1451 23
567.8 9
82 1.3
105.3 I,67
Power DissipaLed (kW)
11.52
9.97
I,54
0.57
12.08 Sub-Total without
Motor-Generator
23.61 TOTAL
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furnace is dose to the previously calculated core temperature of about 2000K
required for the nominal power throughput. Of course there would be some
additional .p_, asitic loss with the coil andmotor-gene_tor opera "ring at a hi_. er power
level even .if the core temperature zs unchanged; but it apt_u_ that this _ not be
critical. (It _s unclear why the motor-generator l_s met .e_ between" two of the
shown but not between the other two, although it may just reflect inaccuracy in the
measurement.) Raising the core temperature to push more power into the eva lxn'ator
dome would of course increase the losses by conduction to the induction coil and
cooling plates.
5.5 Planned Test Procedure
During" the course of the program, the objective was to develop a test procedure for
the heat p.g_. that wo.uld accomplish our test goal at the lowest possible cost. Recall
that.the mmmmm objective was to operate the evaporator domes at least at the
n_mmal power level of 38kW. The length of .the fieat pipe tube was set such that
more than this amount would be lost by radiation alone at the nominal operating
temperature, of 1040K and an assumed eamssivity of 0.7 (To dump just the nominal
power at this emasstvity requires a temperature of about 92710. The heat loss would
then be regulated using the insulation shield, which was to slide up and down over
the heat pipe.
?cau_. of the difficulty encountered in ob .taining. consistent .power use figur_ when
comparing the power meters and the water lines it had been intended to Obtain
be_er meters, to _de.pendend_'. check these figures. But the selected alternative to
trying to untie this situation .d_y was to measure the heat pipe radiant loss using a
separate IR thermometer vtewmg..the cylinder surface and operated remotely from
the control room. The actual emissivity of the surface would-have been found by
companng the actual temperature, read from thermocouples on the cylinder, with
that given by the IR thermometer at an assumed emissivity setting, and then
adjusting that setting until the tcna.l_ratures matched. The r _blem would
have be_ to account for convective heat losses. For the bare 1040K
problem
cylinde/at
natural convective losses (still air) may be a tenth that by radiation, but this could
in.crease substantially if.air currents wer.e present in the r.oon_, Also, the insulation
shield makes the analysts of these contribfitions more difficult.
The test scheme is illustrated in F'gure 5.24. It consists of three basic phase_
_)Startup .
The insulation box fully covers, the heat pipe (part a of the _).as the power is
turned on. Power is increased m small increments, each time
thisthermocouples on.the cylinder to reach equilibrium. When /dl _lumonum
temperature _s uniform, it ts known that flae cylinder is operating as a heat pipe
Power is raised until the uniform, .equilibrium tern. pe_, ture readies 927K. The"
s_rface of the dome is monitored using the underside IR camera. As in all phases of
the test,thifatthiSusesCamera shows a hot ,.s_0,t' the h_ ".ti_ is aborted by triggering a 'scram'
system a counterweight to lift the heat pipe off of the furnace.
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b)Rated Power Con.dition
The ".m_xlation box ts moved up mcrementaUy and in parallel the .pow_ is increased
to maintain the temperature of the heat pipe. When the cylinder ts f_y exposed
the side IR thermometer is used to check the using the method notedemlssiviW
above. The l_.wer to the fuma_ (and consequently the pipe temperature) is adjusted
until the combined loss by radiation (read from the camera) and by convection (if
judged to be significant) meets the requirement of 38kW.
If the c_llender oxidizes rapidly en.ough that the emissivity qm.'cldy rear.h.es the valueof 0.7, temperature of the cy.l_der will be below .the no..mmal operatmgpoint of
10¢0K though the power level will be at 38kW. This condition may actually
represent a more severe test of the.sodium flow capability through th_thanwlck at
the nominal point since the liquids viscosity goes up as its temperature goes down.
On the other hand, the heat of vaporization/dso goes up with reductiofi in
t.em._'ature, so the flow rate will be reduced. The thermal conductivity behaves
sanilarly, so superheating across the wick ts also lessened.
One way to test the evaporator at the nomir}al temperature _. well as _ted power
would be to .graduaUy lower the msula.tion shield over th.e cylinder until that
temPe.rature is reached, wlthout changing the po.wet setting on the fumace.
Essentially this would be a test at botl/tl/e nominal .power and tempera .t.t_ except
that there would be some increase in parasitic losses m the furnace.. This comes about
since, at a given power setm_ the furnace core temperature must rise to compensate
for the dome's temperature increase, which radiates more energy back into the core.
c) Higher Power Conditiom
Due to .the power losses in the fuma_ and the unce .r.t.ai'.n.'.ties concerning them it is not
certain lust how much above the nomm,.al power condition could be _ed with the
present eqmpmenr, but the almost doub "1_. (about a factor of 1.85) of the flux level
suggested earlier as a goal ts dearly not attainable. If the power were available, the
fully uncovered cylinder would have m _ .allowed to reach a temperature of 1079K
to dump the energy (about 70kW) by radiation alone. At 1040K the uncovered
c711nder would lose a total of 61kW by radiation.
A few notes on our safety measures are in order. Extreme care is required dtte to
sodi .um's high reactivity wi._ water, which produces hydrogen gas in a violent..
reaction.. In mr, sodium will spontaneo.usly ignite at 1200C or less. The lab facilities
were desagned so that the furnace and .msk:nma.entation could be operated from an
adja .cent control room.wtth a separate extt m case of emergencies. The .o_y
reqmrement, for entering .the test area would have been for a brief perA'od every two
hours to refill the reservoir of LN2 that cooled the detector in the underside IR
camera. The emergency 'scram' system, _ operable from the control room,
already been mentioned. Finally 2 the heat ptpe would normally 0p.era.te at a sodium
vapor _._ below atmosphenc (about .35arm at .105010, but this vapor.pressure
rapidly increases to 1 atm at just over 1150K, and given the dangers of sodium escape
the temperature would not have been allowed to ever exceed this number.
Sodium melts at about 980C, and as a consequence it is conceivable that at startup
the fluid could evaporate from the wick and freeze out onto the cold upper walls bf
the cy "lLnder. It is.very ,.malikely that any substantial amount of sodium could freeze
out before the entire cylinder were above the melting point. Nontheless, an auxiliary
i01
system for preheating the cylind_ might be desirable. More realistically, such a
system may be usefuI1 when _ the cylinder around to.test the other dome, since
one wants to st.art out .with the sodlum pool at the dome being tested, and not have
chunks of melting sodium falllng down from the other end.
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Chapter VI
Conclusions
Regrettably,. technical, cost. and progr'mmnatic difficulties in this program prevented
the comp!etton of the primary tests planned. However, the preparatory steps for those
tests restilted in several accomplishments:
1. A combination of theoretical evaluation and drop tower te."stag
phase fluids mtgested a confetti .on of phase change material contamc that
would likely prevent thermal rachetmg wtthout the need for non-wett_ .
surfaces. Zero-g testing with actual phase change is required to confirm this.
2. Effective and detailed procedures were developed .to.fabrica.te screen wicked
sodium evaporator domes for the NASA advanced .silting rec_.,.ver.
Preliminary tests suggest a significant tmprovement m the .quality of the
domes wereresulting screen over p.re_ous work. T1/e designed to
_odate the required average heat flux at the focal point of the receiver
without burnout.
3. A high temperature (200010 induction furn. ace was designed, built and
successftdly tested to its n.omm.al operating point. The fiLmace was to be used
as a solar flux SLmulator m testing the evaporator domes.
of two of the
arture .The aforementioned difficulties in this program included the deplorauthnecessity ofkey perso,.nn_ which restdted in the the present re
As reasonsa remk the for allsteps leading to the evaporator dome dbeeneSigm, traC_et_edet_Lilsof the_se designs may not have fully explained here.
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Letter
Appendix A
on Electroforming Technique
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I wish to suggest two approaches which I feel confident will alleviate
the problems:
i. If photo resist pattern is necessary prior to electroplated
nickel bonding, follow the same procedure and substitute a
sulfamic acid rinse for the water rinse prior to live (voltage
pre-applied) entry into the nickel bath.
2_ If a stike (very thin) nickel plate is permitted prior to
photo resist application, activate the Inconel 617 and flash
about 0._5 inch of nickel as a bond layer on the substrate.
This removes the rinsing entrapment caused by the photo resist
pattern - particularly in regards to precipitates of the alloy-
ing metals such as molybdenum and chromium. Next, apply the
photo resist and treat the substrate as "pure" nickel. Anodic
treatment should be minimized due to the thinness of the nickel
strike. Rinsing is not a serious problem in this process after
the cathodic activation.
The criticality of the rinsing can be realized, if one considers the na-
ture of nickel and nickel alloys such as Inconels. Nickel has good corrosion
resistance, and it forms a relatively weak oxide layer in a short time span.
Inconels are especially formulated to form strong protective oxide layers im-
mediately as is the case with 3_ series CRES alloys. Maintaining a reducing
acid film on such materials between cathodic activation and the initiation of
the plating process will inhibit oxide layer formation and assist in the for-
mation of high integrity metallurgical bonding.
We would advise the conduct of a brief, yet concise, development effort
whereby:
io A more dependable and compatible bonding process be demon-
strated and verified using the nickel preplate technique
and/or the acidified post-cathodic rinse.
, Improve the metal plate distribution and control by anode
and cathode conformal box shields.
We also suggest improvements in electroform pattern cross-sectional
profiles by high speed lapping processes rather than sanding or grinding.
This will inhibit the formation of edge drag and subsequent fine burrs or dis-
tortions.
Your forwarding of test samples would initiate the aforementioned
development effort.
Very truly yours,
/ -
Glenn A. Malone
General Manager
GAM /sm
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Appendix B
ChecXlist for Furnace Starmp
i07
Procedure/ Checklistfor Furnace(No Heatpipe)
Prestartup:
a,
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
I.
b
k.
I.
furnace sealed:window,plates
tghasexit valve openfull
ermocouples attached and working
no shorting of thermocouplewires to frame or other parts
two full Ar tanks available
openfullon insulationflushvalve, dosed on cavity flush
turn Ar to 20 psi and flush 10 minutes
opencavity flush valve
turn Ar pressure to 5 psi
flush 5 minutes
close gas exit valve
set Ar flow for 0.5" water
If IR camera to be used: _ is LN2available?
Induction Startup:
a,
_b.
Ca
d.
e.
f.
_g,
h.
I.
main and fieldswitches off,fieldpower pot at zero
water on forall components:valveposition other: describe and record date
_ motor generator full open
workstation
- upper plate
_ lower plate
set up ten second samplingon HPscreen
turn on main breaker
turn on MG set at starter box: must wait 1 minute to turn on field coil
print temperatures on HP
turn on field
set pot to desired power level
start time
Shutdown:
_ a. field pot to zero
b. field off
c. MG off
d. MG water off
_ e. other water flows down ( exit temps not above 50oc)
_ f. checkadequate gas for overnight cool down
_ g. set HP to print out every half hour
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